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RIDING FOR PRIZES.
I lie most
exciting horse race that ever took
place in America, and probably in the world,
came oil very
unexpectedly on the ground-,
of the Illinois State Fair Association, at DeCONDI CTET) BY PI TNAM SIMONTON.
catur, last week. Four premiums of $50,
$-10, $30, and $20 each, had been offered for
Our fritmd* who may have communications, obthe best, lady's equestrianism, and at four
^rratlonH, facts, suggestion*, or anything of interest,,
o'clock twelve ladies put in an appearance, all
pertaining to this department, are requested to corarauTikate the same to Dr. l’utnam ,simonton, Scarsport, who
mounted on caparisoned and mettled steeds,
will preparethe same for publication, it of sufficient imVOLUME 40.
THURSDAY,
fhe exhibition commenced by ladies riding
portance
to and fro in front of the
grand stand, disFARMERS CONVENTION AT BANGOR.
tuent to all. All rotted much except two kinds—
to fascinate any woman w1k> had a talent for now her most humble slave, and devoted to A LEADING ABOLITIONIST ASTONISHED. playing their skill and management ot the
THE FALLEN OASTLE.
horse before a delighted audience numbering
1 impressed it upon his her least caprice, and again “on high thoughts
a missionary work.
Ah had been previously advertised in the papers, the Bermuda and Gleason; Early Itose among the
[Editorial Correspondeucc N. V. “Kevolution.”]
Go, summon our luckiest leaders,
nearly thirty thousand persons.
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For two or three days I drove Fred away her first look when she met him asked plain- lution.
the Agricultural < Allege at Orono, us provided by a size, and
Our note of alarm and defiance
Miss Salihs Wilkinson, of Xynndurability. Bangor exports annually
whenever Nellie appeared, and let her see er than words, “How will you treat me this from this locality. Not that material is want- youii" lady.
How little the legion heeds I
< nt act or our legislature.
Much »v desired to
The .Jackson was our original
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ing, but because it is too abundant. Slavery, tie, Macon County, Illinois, not content wid
that I did not wish her to know him. I prais- time ?”
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No sentinels reckon their minutes—
pre-cut au,l to get at first baud some inspiration market
How careless a captain leads!
potato; the Orono lias almost entirely taken
Fred often ajked her to drive with him, you know, way my theme for thirty years, already having received niorc applause tier
ed Mr. Gray till she was fain to find some
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earth, to remain till risk
did not make him forget in the beaten track of the rest of her admir- frage question here, for a period at least, un- horse was under full run, the ladies were apbewitched
attitude
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dition* oi successful experimenting and of progress of freezing, then remove to cellar; others to put
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Hie arts and sciences Unit
she came home from meeting with Mr. Gray a low estimate of the solemn responsibilities no place on a race track. On they dashed,
knowledge and all true with soils there. Both were recommended as good.
ed with consciousness.
A thousand like places of ours.
of a government involving the liberty, the four leading the crowd and running as near
progress come. The great and blessed discoveries.
Some of the exhibitors were H. S. Goodale, Mas“What will you have? Sav quickly, tor I in the evening, and so balanced her account
Great leader, remain to be won—
person, the property and life of every indi- “neck and neck” as could be.
Ml*- ’-all) in
was very busy in the garden making a bar- with her two lovers.
hcmistry, are vliietly the results of sachusetts 140 varieties—the same as shown at the
But a thousand like armies, advancing,
At the start, the black steed, with the Maid
Are favored by star and sun.
inaiiifold ire A, 1 experiments: and so with agri- New England Fair at Portland; E. B. Stackpole,
I think Mr. Gray is charming in conversa- vidual in that government, who would fori e
gain over the fence with Ellis for that black
altur, most of the progress ii bus made in the Kenduskeag, 47 varieties; A. Noyes, Bangor, 13
horse you like so well.”
tion, don't you ?” I said to her one day, when the ballot on thousands and thousands to be of Nyantie on his bare hack, was about one
’Twero better to level our ramparts
seen all over the South.
And forced it was hundred yards in the rear, as no such tiling
And beckon the conqueror in:
“I know that horse!” cried Nellie. “He’s she seemed restless and out of sorts.
past, iib it will in the future, lias come from much, varieties; I). If. Thing, Mount Vernon, 8 varieties.
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NELLIE’S SURRENDER.
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git-n more certain results than in agriculture,
From accounts we judge the convention was far
ed to me with a self-denial look that 1 could to him without having a compliment sprung if they were as infantile in years as tle-y are taking the lead when her horse stumbled am!
which is a more complex and difficult science. less well attended than It ought to have been, esBY MBS. ANNA JAMES.
fell upon the grass at the edge ot the track.
not help lmt admire.
on me about my hair, or eyes, or something in citizenship and in political experience.
Hen, the importaU' « that here experiments should pecially by those who have practically the greatest
That they are thus lost, is what I was en- She was up before him, however, and had
“I must have some kind ol a carnage, tor else that I was born with; as if I were a wax
uoi only he man), lull carcfullv conducted and interest in the means and measures that can be“I do wonder if Mr. Gray is engaged?”
In moral culture, and Hold of him by the bridle, when four or live
to show.
a sailor on horseback is a fish out of water, doll and had
nothing else to recommend me. deavoring
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the influence of the seasons, if climate in where, and is to be deeply regretted. For we hold in her brown eyes, whioh boded no good to
more deplorable than in the merely intellec- while she again mounted from the ground.
to-morrgw.”
Olney implies in the most distant way, that I tual.
The Nyantie girl again applied the whip
The white people here prate continualgeneral, A,should he eareftilly observed and re- md think the enlightened of the world will concur the subject of her wonder.
don’t talk like a parrot, or that I play the pi“To-morrow is Sunday.”
“I hope so for his own sake," replied I;
vile,i
It is here Lhui the benefits of the Agricul- in it, that no calling can prosper, can reach a desirly of their ignorance and inferiority. But vigorously, and was soon nearing the ram-is
“Never mind, we will drive to church and ano passably well.”
“but somebody has discovered that he is still
tural I’.illege come m it being the province and
tiilc plane of honor and profit, that refuses or neghear that new minister who has turned all
“Fred is a born woman-hater. I long to they should remember that they themselves in front. Coming in on the last quarter a
in manly ‘meditation fancy free.’ "
have had the teaching and the training of gray horse had the lead by a length ami now
the doty if this to do the experimenting and make lects to avail itself of all the helps which these asheads. lie certainly preaches as if ho see the one who will convert him.”
your
“What a mercy it would bo to him then, to
its discoveries known for the benefit oi all.
“If Nellie had the same longing, she did them through ten of their generations, and every whip was in full play; even m.rse.
meant it, and he is not ill-looking for one
sociated efforts and the light of knowledge can
make him think of something besides his
-n
who has to lie cooped up between four walls not say so, but sat a long time studying the this, of which they now complain, is the me- with lengthened, neck, straining evert
ii 111 iturym wing open tor ilisruamon
many r»- done afford.
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good Samaritan.
“He is to sail in a fortnight," said I, steal- tully prevalent, and the colored people share grand stand the history of the track fail- to
Clifton ?”
NATURAL SCIENCE.
liiiug. few practical farmers tin re either the time or
“Nellie, Nellie, you must ‘respect the clotji!’
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Gluey ing a look at her face.
Oxygen. This simple element is an invisible It isn’t lawful to flirt with a minister."
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Every
tiie lecturer had intimated. Hon. Seth Seunimau
pis like the air, and takes its name from a word
“A man’s a man for a’ that, and a’ that,”
but decidedly handsome,” with her head in my lap, and 1 heard a sound to love it more than anything else! women the frailness and recklessness ot these -1 n ing
onlynotill-looking,
»aid much may he done in a general way with good lie
as well as men.
suing to make sour; because this gas, uniting she sang defiantly, as she twirled round like said Nellie, witli a little Hush of wrath in her
They drink it red hot from lady riders
strangely like a sob.
results
He had experimented a good deal with with oertaiu things, Is the cause of nearly all the
a ballet dancer on the toe of her boot.
They cut the air with such swiftm-s- tin
little one what has come over you?” the barrel, clean and pure, and 1 have seen
which added another touch to her
cheeks,
“Why,
plaster and found this : On stitt. rlnyey soil, it hud icids iu the world.
mothers pour it thus down the throats of their their long skirts floated over tile bac ks ,.f to■
Nellie Clifton was originally cut out for a beauty.
I said, stroking her bright hair.
proved of great service—2 to 3 bushels to the acre,
six months old babies. And what is worse, 1 horses. For some distance now no clnn g.
It is never found in nature by itself, hut as mixed lliit of the most unmerciful kind; but nature
At last she got it out.
“There, I knew it! Every young woman
-*
at Internals of 3 or -1 years; on
sandy soils it failed with other tilings; for so great is its affinity or like- had given her a warm heart, which went far in the parish is his devoted admirer, and alas
“1 want to ask you if your cousin cares the there are very few white men who eniplov had taken place, each doing her level
to show much benefit.
them to any extent, that do not keep a barrel except with the Nyantie maid, on tin
Mr. S F. Pcrley, of Na- ness for most of the other GO elements that it is of- to save the mark.
She had often made me a for them, only one of them can have him t'ot- least bit for me ?’’
ples, eoneurr-d in the remarks of Mr Seamman. ;eu hard to prevent the union. All your contri- little call in the morning, staying in one spot her own!”
“How should I know? I am not the keeper on tap, and furnish it to them whenever a 'back .'teed, who quickly took advantag
Mi If Hamlin referred to the opposition to
“1 suppose a girl may admire a man with- of his thoughts. He said one day that ho better bargain, or more work can lie had the clear space on the pole side, and r.i -i I!
“fancy vances to keep metals from rusting, meat from about as long as a butterfly does to rest his
farmers," as they are called; yet they often make .polling, eider, beer and bread from souring, is on- wings; and as the substance of a woman’s out wishing to marry him.”
thereby. Thereare no traces of a temperance ; passing one after another, came iiml-r -a
thought you were very pretty, but something association
is always in the postscript, she usually
discoveries of tie1 greatest value wiiieh the more
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tiie Maine State Society was read on "tiie influence of
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spiritual calling,
f air to the fuel. This is all owing to the oxygen I coming
from falling, and their eyes met for one ungainly they may he in the body. You have
“Flirts are not supposed to have any, you common, it is said, but marriage is rare, un- i young ladies ipplamb d with ill ii fans oil
ro»*s upon climate.”—which p iper asks the
of
it boing pure oxygen,
i
|,.gi~ if the air, about one-fifth
i-. while the tears rati dow-r tle-ii
long instant; if their souls met, too, in that no idea, Miss Clifton, when we poor sailors know. I don’t know what is the matter with less forced upon the parties, and that is not h-imlken-hi
alure to exempt from taxation plots of land
plant- [’his burning, fire or combustion, as it is variously glance as young souls have a habit of
1 think every day I will go away some- frequent. In the towns it is somewhat hotter j pretty elv-ks; tlm. old people in n.ariv eas
to sea in the full faith that our own Mary me.
doing,
put
ed with forest trees, lor a certain term of years, as
i
each Ollier in th ir joy. v. hi! t
ailed, is all owing to the attraction between the
only one of them knew it. Nellie walked Ann will wait a lifetime for us, if need he, where and never speak to him again, and than in the country, but everywlnce, appar- embraced
ilso abating highway taxes for wind screens plantin their choking throat- mm
uel and the oxygen, beat being set free by the act
across the street to her own
and how often the ministers take the wind out of then he comes, and the first word he says ently, among these poor beings, the legal re- thick tongue-’
slowly
door,
id by the wayside
A
Rev. Mr, Hatties, of Hangor, if tlieir union ; just as when lime and water, liow- Fred Olnev,
strictions of marriage are but little regarded. mured iu broken syllables, --Xayantie
our sails.”
my sailor cousin, came in.
puts all my strong resolutions to flight.”
suld tie thought health was not large in proportion :ver cold, unite,
“I am so glad to see you ! When did your
“But why not love him, Nellie? lie is a As to any idea of comfortable housekeeping she rode back on her foaming steed, a' >■ n
great heat is evolved. So that
“I have heard," said Nellie, roguishly,
as forests were; hut attributed much of the
sick- ivery time oxygen unites with any tiling it is a ship get in ?”
“that sailors were not remarkable for constan- good fellow enough only a little cynical about in the rural districts, and they comprise al- ere I with dirt by his fall, ami her cloth
most the whole South, it is all a mystery yet torn almost in shred', the grand stand reness of a certain school in this city to the dense
“Who is she?" he exclaimed, without so cy.”
rue burning.
If with a substance where the afflnwomen, and if you make yourself very meek
shade around tile school house, amt had endeavored
“1 hen you have heard an unmitigated slan- and charming, he may come to love you at to be revealed, oven to its first principles. 1 sounded with the cheers of thirty thousand
ty is very great, as gunpowder, nitro-glyeerine, much as a how-d’ye do, by way of greeting,
There arc generally no stated times for meals. voices, and the surrounding groves prelotigto have the committee apply the axe to tin root of
der. ‘Constant as a sailor’ ought to be a pro- last.”
fcc., you call it uu explosion; when it is less as with after his two years’ cruise.
“I love him, indeed!” she burst out, with No family meal seems ever to lie provided. I ed the echo.
the evil
“O, that’s Nellie Clifton! She was at verb.”
>11, rags, &e„ aflame; when less still, as with
all her obi wilfulness, “when lie treats me The men cook their own hominy or rice when
2d day.
“But it isn’t."
monir much business of grunt iutcrest
wood and coal, a tire: when less still, acting by boarding school when you were here last, and
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poor beings,
purpose. That is the girl I have been look- almost got to love her myself. It wasn’t an go home, and I saw her no more
'In paper it was stated that all manurialagents are I ion. Ttiis
i portion which relates to Mr. Beeele r's farmexplains spontaneous ignition or com- ing for for years.”
She would not see Fred when lie called, seen one single knife or fork ; or any spoon?
engagement exactly, because she was so
is in the humorist's ino-t exuore
leas valuable ns affording sonic of the ele- lustiou,
V compound of oil and cotton wool or
“How many, Fred? I remember when you young, and, will you believe it ? there came a and that ungrateful boy actually turned but tin ones, that were never worn thin by ing experience
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long dresses, and I am not ‘in the sere letter to Randolph, before the year was out, against me in bis trouble, and declared it scouring.
It is as follows—
est of these elements ur«* potash, phosphoric, acid
of them a glass window, and I efforts.
ifteu take fire uud consume 1 tiildings. The same and yellow leaf’ yet myself, so you can afford
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saying that she had discovered that lie was was all my fault for making him behave like no lloors, none
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long while lor a wife. Nellie needs not her affinity, and that she was actually a brute, to her. Ilis low spirits made him such very few,
acres, and is carried on on strict scientific
-mail proportion of iln ^e, three-fourths of its bulk buildings in tiiis way have been burned, us many an
elderly husband, or perhaps a minister, to married to the new minister; one of the in- poor company that at last I betrayed Nellie’s still less table or bed. I saw infants and jj principles. He never
puts in am part of a
boiug water or vegetable fibre, and the soil itself inure will fat, amino fire, except this spontaneous train her continually in the way she would teresting kind, like Mr. Cray, I imagine. She confidence, and raised him again to his usual very young children naked from morning till
•rop w itliout consulting his book, lie ploughs
•ntaiiiH hui a small quota of them. Hence it is in me, tiecn near them. There is a great risk of this go; for she would wofully depart from it if managed to get on the injured side, as woman level of hope and impudence.
night, and boys, of at least a dozen years, and
reaps and digs and sows according to tin'
Nellie, was very constant at evening meet- with only a single garment, and that but a
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morally ings
more than the other farming implements do
for her. Youth is a fault that mends every certain the minister composed the letter. her, though he pretended to discover a cer- J old, had little "ii aboie tin- waist, and noth- j
*<nes. phosphoric acid,—so that the farmer has at
As soon as the library is complete, the farm
spontaneous ignition are in the same ratio increasinnl
|
below
the
were
knees,
and do you see that moustache ?" said Women think nothing of breaking the eighth tain paleness and despondency about her, I ing
doing day’s will
h rue those elements in fair quantities, hut he can
'd. And here, we think, lies the cause of our day,
begin to be a profitable investment. But
works that not a white man in New Knglaiid
at some very soft down which commandment in that
no one perceived but himself.
which
Fred,
and
since
then
I
pulling
iilord to buy them only when it will pay him a lair leautiful Indian summer. Each leaf and tender
way,
book farming lias its drawbacks. I'pon one
nestled on his upper lip.
“I shall try ray fato to-night,” lie said on or New York could perform. At a railroad
set my face against them as a Hint.”
have
Soluble phosphoric acid in this vegetable thing having hv frosts or tlieir own maturioccasion, when it seemed morally certain that
per e-ent. to do so
“The fact is, you’re jealous that, I have eyes
“Is my cravat depot, last week, 1 was detained an hour for
“Is that all ?” said Nellie, interestedagainst tlio last night of iiis stav.
the hay ought to tie tail, the hav hook could
country should U* held at about 20 cents per pound. ty their affinity foroxygen greatly increased, under- for
a
train.
Several
colored
women
were
also
woman
but
but
I
her
will.
“What
became
of
will grastraight?”
any
yourself;
Randolph?”
not he found—and Indore it was I'l.imd it w.i(fUano is the form m which ammonia or nitrogen
goes slow burning, each sending into the atmossome
with
a
child
or
whose
two,
“Does
a
man
his
if
ever
cravat?"
“Which would you prefer, comic or tragic
waiting,
ciously forgive you,
forget
you will give me a
too late and the hay was all spoiled.
Is bought; to be found also in fish manures, porgy ihere its little hear, the
aggregate of which gives chance to make love to that little beauty over end to the story ?”
Not when lie is going under fire of a wo- heads they were diligently exploring, and,
Mr. Beecher raises some of tile I'c
i '-nips
chum, &«*.
lie warm and mellow glow we call
Indian slim- the
as 1 saw, not without the most loathsome
man’s eyes.”
“The true one if you please.”
way.”
of wheat in the country, but the uiiie .nrald,
I'he amount of commercial manures used in ner.” It is the funeral
“If you are really in earnest, Fred, your
pyre of nature 1
“Well, the true end partook of both, to my
“Only behave as well as you look; don’t success. One old woman laid her head ii difference between
the cost of producing it
Maine has greatly increased in the last 20 years, tie
And everything on the surface of the globe—the one chance is to court her by contraries; in- mind.
Ned was ‘ail in the downs,’ as the be too humble, and remember what Dr. the lap of a youngci one. and then a regular and its market value
after it is produ<-- d lias
quality has also improve I though farmers are lia- hardest minerals and rocks, all vegetable and ani- difference is the only phase in a gentleman’s song has it, so long as lie stayed in port; lie Holmes says, that ‘the whole science of love- lvu Klux lvlan search was instituted through interfered
with its sir cess a- a
ble to l>e, and often ur< ie- eive l by imitations and mal things—is over undergoing this oxidation or manner that she is not familiar with."
wasted to a skeleton, ate little and slept less, making may be found in any cyclopedia un- it, with results, too, of which 1 need not now commercialconsiderably His
enterprise.
special w-aikm-s
der
of
Then
half
a
the
head
Fortification.’
dozen
worthless articles of those manures. Mr. (1. showed
more
which
was tragic enough; bathe got exchangspeak.
cousins, hearing
.urniug, the material world is a vust furnace for
is hogs, however. He considers hogs the lies'
The
he
one
needful
ballot
the
I
saw
Fred
in
the
house
over
the
out
of
the
house with a rush of ed into another ship, salt water cured him.
that a recent analysis of ull the leading commercial lUrnishiug per]«-tually terrestrial heat; and so Fred, poured
may
thing
disappear
a farm produces.
He buys the origiwelcome and took possession of him for the and the last time I saw him he showed me way, and felt almost as nervous as if some- there; but it seems to me, soap, sand, line- game
manures in this country has been much showing
wisely arranged as to mitigate both the heats of
nal pig for a dollar and a half, and feeds him
tooth
combs, pots, kettles, chairs, tables,
the picture of a little black-eyed beauty, whom body were about to offer me the refusal of his
their composition uud relative value
manner and ) the rigors of winter; for while the day.
dollars'worth of corn, and the sells him
Fred came back very late knives, forks, -qiooiis, decent food, cooking forty
We either choose a mission, or have one he married off-hand this time to make sure of heart and hand
in the afternoon the students of the Agricultural former rarefying the air make the oxygen and so
for about nine dollars. This is the oulv crop
and
went away in the early morning train, and clothing, glass windows, and even lookon us, and if people call me a matchmak- her.”
put
he ever makes any money on. lie loses on
College bad an exercise in the application of Natur- the beat less, the latter condensing the air augment
er and have reason for it, I still find some
“A sailor’s heart is lough enough, accord- but I found a little note tucked under my ing-glasses, should ill least go side by side, the
al Philosophy to agricultural operations, and ac- both the oxygen and the heat.
corn, hut he makes seven and a half on
if
not precede the rights of suffrage
door
when
I
in
in
the
tho
may
to
to
bear
a
they
which
has
own
got up
morning:
compensation
happiness
ing
your
good
showing,
the hog. He does not mind this, because he
quitted themselves in u w ay to show both ability on |
of
and
out
of
one
or
two
hard
u
hut
a
sovereignty.
Dear old Cousin—You're not only
knocks.”
grown
trump
LtAVtS.
marriages which I many
never expects to make anything on corn, anytheir part and thorough instruction b> the teachers. {
have helped to make.
“That is a merciful provision in our case. whole siit of them. I took your advice and was
Gather up and save all the leaves possible. If
<M day. At the last session of the legislature an j
not
too
little
craft
soon
way, And any way It turns out, lie has the
and
that
HOW
AMASA
LOST
THE
BET.
humble,
lovely
Before Fred’s arrival, I had made up my Miss Clifton; otherwise that necessary organ
excitement of raising the hog anyhow, wln th
rou have a garden and any flowers or other things
struck her flag. 1 came home too late to see you
act was passed requiring each agricultural
!
society
mind that Nellie Clifton was precisely the in most of us would be in a very bad way, last
Not a thousand miles from Jamaica Plains, or he
His
night, because Mr. Clifton put me through a
:o protect from the cold, nothing equals a covering
gets the worth of him or not
to expend one-fourth of the State aid to it in formperson to fascinate a studious young minister indeed. But I must really tear myself away. catechism as long as the moral law, in answer to L. I., lived Lem Scavcr, Boh Emmons and strawberries would lie a comfortable site.-ess
>f
leaves—for
this
is
the
blanket
nature
spreads like Mr. Gray. A minister must have a wife Good
ing Farmers clubs and for addresses; to lose their
whether
he
would
mo his
dreams.”
and
Amasa
Lem
was
fond
of
give
my
plain
question
May.
shooting, if the robins would eat turnips, hut tIn■ \
morning
pleasant day
State aid fbr that year if the act is uot complied jvertliem; and in the spring they are very valua- (most of them have two or three before
daughter. And then there were more last words could shoot well and was rather proud of it.
And Fred departed with colors Hying.
they
won't and hence the ditlieiilty.
in tlic small hours. You mint keep a lookout for
ble
as dressing.
If
not wanted for this purpose,
as
with
Mr.
if
and
the
had
“I
like
said
“and
societies
been
don’t
him
on
a
It
a
October
Many
Nellie,
die)
Gray
Hit,”
having failed in this,
wonderfully
happened
day that In
bright
One id Mr, Boucher's most hatsts-ing ditlb
any piratical minister on Nellie’s horizon, and
make
the
best
stock
and
mafor
from
feminine
bedding
I
of
very
the meeting directed the Secretary to notify the so- they
snares through his
believe he made the story out
whole warn me in time.
had been hunting the cover on the Newton cullies in his
preserved
I :
farming operati uone
ture.
In
arc
now
“Your happy cousin,
Fkkii.”
ietlei of the necc.-sity of complying with the reside of the pond, and came out by the old elosi .vsembhtnci ol dill',-rent
villages and cities thousands
college and seminary life, it did seem to be cloth.”
-il- -I
“O no.” said I; “he hides a very earnest
I made it up with Nellie that afternoon, barn where Bob Emmons was at work. After and
lirementri before the iirst Wednesday in Decem- icing driven about by autumn gules, to be lost for- foreordained that he should find a wife in our
I'wo
,aj
plants to each otic r.
character under a light way of talking. He and confessed all my white lies. She was so a little talk, Lem left his gun and fixings his
■ver unless utilized; in country woodlands they
parish.
ber, tsdo.
a
far-sightedness warned hmi ills'
» lien in
if
alter
thinks
but
he
a
women
could
into
I
are
flirts
and
went
the
barn
to
all
rercivai,
ivait
in
numbers
to
;
outside,
some
industrious
hand
that
she
would
have
formyriad
tun? was the potato day of the convention, nnd
very long" passtanding
was going tube
radiantly happy,
t
:iitv ■ >' water
gi-elt
left
win
his
I
flock
without
find
onr
a
who
could
the
and
thro’
torate,
we
look
after
and
if
cattle,
convert them into money.
respect,
I had aimed
Mr. i, ,\ Gilbert, of
shepherd,
somebody
tiuatty passed
given the “gunpowder plot,”
er q>
I
in
i melons, and therefore he p
Androscoggin County, read rather
sat so long under the preaching of “candi- should have great hope of him.
But, Nellie, it against her peace.
to the cider-mill, which stood just beyond,
*
acres of that f, iit
Bn; e h
pajM'i n Its eullivation. The Jacksons anil Orotwenty-seven
set
heart
that
it
to
to
l
on
HINTS ON WINTER MANAGEMENT OF
the
have
look as if our fastiddates,”
At the gate, in the very spot where she had for a halfday’s tramp in the woods makes a
my
began
change
subject,
he said, had not been profitable with him.
pump' is
they came up they turned out
iousness would never be satisfied with any you being our minister's wife. How do you first seen Fred
SHEEP.
Olney, she met Mr. Gray face man diy, you’d better believe. While he and a dead loss w:i> tin- m.-equenr. s m
Mi Burleigh, of Fairfield, cuts bis
potatoes, puts
At last Kev. Ernest Gray like him on better acquaintance?”
was gone Bob, who was always at the botThere aro a few things very essential in keeping a mortal minister.
to face.
times a portion of his crop goes into ti
one piece in a hill 18 inches
apart, manures high loc k of sheep in a thriving condition during trie “came, saw and conquered" us with one ser“I don’t want to be anybody’s wife, if you
“f am going to your house when I have tom of all the deviltry done in the vicinity,
,.
the most promising sweet p,e
ground
witu barn-yard manure and
whiter
season.
The
tlrHt
I
will mention, and by no mon.
It was a sermon full of thought and please,” said Nellie, with dignity.
phosphate; 200 or more
made my call here. Can I see you alone for dropped an extra charge of shot into each and comes
tic infernalisl amds—though
means the least in importance, is comfortable shelup
bushels to the aero.
And with that she left me.
a few minutes?” said the minister in a low barrel of the gun and stood by waiting for 1 never have heard him
Stock of any kind, subjected to the cold ami promise; but I did think it was really his
ler.
expre-s it just i th:i>
Mi Wasson, of KUsworth,
“ft’s safe to clap my performance now,” distinct voice.
fun.
thought we were but storm, require a greater amount of food to keep up paleness which won the motherly hoarts of
Presently Amasa came up the road way. When he bought his farm. he un i
little in advance of many years
at
the
door.
"Isn't
head
hat
on.
The
half-formed
the
animal
the
his
a
new
and
are
with
in
and
the
tender
heat,
much
more
the
ones
of
the
liable to dismaid- said'Fred, putting
cultivamatrons,
ago
plan one
in every hen's nest on tin pine
“Certainly," said Nellie, ready to do anylb
tion of the potato hoped we should learn some- ease and death than those who have comfortable ens, and settled him over the first church in she bewitching ? and such a foot!
I could thing for anybody just then. And then, a.s [ that floated in the brain ot Boh was instantly said egg
that here was just the reason why
and setting aside the pecuniary interest
quarters;
:
old
Herrick’s
notion
and
into
as
follows:
but
Weston.
think of nothing
action,
his meaning flashed upon her. she gave me a completed
thing hen ; for thin next to hay is tile great crop of to the farmer whose stock is well
put
many farmers failed—they scatter.-d :
housed, he has the
He had seen Nellie Clifton in his pastoral
Maine.
“Her little feet stole in uml out.
Hailing Amasa, “Conte, quick !” says he, forces too much—concentration wa the .,l.• ,
satisfaction of knowing (when he sits down of an
beseeching look ns I sat at the open window,
call on her father, at the Sunday School, in
Like mice beneath her petticoat.”
“let’s have some fun with Lem. We’ll draw So he
and then went away across the street,
Mi. Mower, of Bangor, said this root
gathered those eggs togetln .uni
requires a evening in his easy chair, and hears the cold, piercwind whistling outside) that his animals are which she now felt, a renewed interest; and
“Have you heard the news, Mr, Gray?” out his shot and bet he can’t hit your hat.”
“Save your compliments. You may need
He had not found it a ing
them all under ohe experienced < ! 1 in u
srgd amount of potash.
not huddled together under the lee of souk; fence,
in church there was no sweeter lace in which them when you come to close quarters.”
I said I, hardening my heart for the shock I
“Capital, good idea,” replied Amasa. ‘Lem That lien roosted over that eontriu-t male 1
very exhaustive crop to the soil, as some had eon- or the run of a stack, being covered by the
drilling to read the impressions of his
thinks he can shoot ; we'll open his eyes ! hey?’
Fred went to church with me next day, but I knew it would be to him.
preaching.
tended.
day for eleven weeks, under tic- anximi- p,
snow, hut are in warm barns or sheds chewing
Bol> carefully drew out all the shot he had sonal
At their first meeting In the sewing-circle, Mr. Gray’s fine discourse was wasted on him;
“Not any special news, madam.”
their cuds, bidding defiance to the
blast
Mr. Hamlin plants upon
supervision of Mr. Beecher hint
greensward, manure without. If we were to estimate thewintry
and
the
back
where
hr
it
no
with
the
one
in,
to see the minister linger ho was wholly occupied
“Nellie Clifton lias just become engaged [just put
gun
put
surprised
counting
surplus of
hut she could not
tinned in, harrows and plum- upon the surface, reed that is
phase’’ these eg<r-. W
in
stock
Lem
came
in
the
it.
Just
then
required wintering
hack, having Because
rough all the evening in her neighborhood, talking little flowers on a dainty lace bonnet, which to my cousin Fred Olney, Lieutenant in the [found
n
were those infauioiis pore.
they
hoo t believe the old tubers belt) the new ones out-door style, the figures would no doubt astound
earnestly, while she listened with a sweet hu- could adorn no head but Nellie’s. We joined navy. The young people are so happy that sucked cider enough to make himself com- tilings which are lined by ingenious m 1 f e d
grow any. and so cuts the seed. Applies a manure many.
There was a tender, sympathising her on the way home.
we all feel as if something
good had happen- fortable, and prepared to go.
lllent farmers as " lie-t egg-." But perh in
Regularity in feeding is quite essential to keep an mility.
of 1 part gypsum, 1
"Hallo! Lem,” said Atnasa, “what are you Mr. Beecher’s most
part air-slaeked lime and 4 animal quiet, and greatly assists in improving the tone, and a dash of sontiment in her low re“It seems to me,” said Fred, innocently, ed to each of us.”
dis.ustroiisexperieic < w.,io ts ashes, in
lie took it harder than I expected.
He toting that shooting iron about for?”
drills, 8 to 10 inches apart in the condition and preserving the health of the same. plies, which brought a now look into Mr. “that Mr. Gray preaches mostly to our corner
-o
I
the time he tried to raise an immense
“Oh! it’s a way I have,” replied Lem: dried
drills. 100 bushels to the acre.
Is it that we most need his grew even paler than his wont, and took hold
I'liey will do better on inferior keep if fed witli striet Gray’s expressive lace. She had already made of the church
apples, lie planted fifteen hundred !■■
However abundantly provided for,when him think of
“sometimes
I
a
regularity.
is
the
chance
or
of
of
a
chair
so
hard
to
that
the
veins
in
his
and
then
Mr. Pereival, of Vassallairo, thought a
hands
besides
his
shoot,
books.
get
somethiag
moving spring
lars’ worth, but never a one of them >p
change of * flock are foddered sometimes at ono hour and
ghostly counsel,
I most always hit.”
stood out.
He gave her his arm on the homeward his oloquenee situated in our region?”
seed was very cssentiai, from cluy to
rd. He has never been able to under-t ic.I.
sandy soil, sometimes at another, then again three times a day,
“Bet you can’t hit my hat—six rods;” ex- to this
“I— wish—them—all—the—happiness—
and sometimes once, some days grain anil others walk, and as I passed them at Nellie’s door,
He stole a look at Nellie, and again an unsnd vice versa—changes his seed once in live
day, what was the metier with ih
years;
For the they—deserve," he said, as slowly as if he claimed Amasa: “bet an oyster supper for
none, they cannot be made to thrive. One thing, she let her hand rest in his, while she said deniable flush reddened her cheek.
two to four stalks in a hill at
apples."
tiest; cuts seed, two which is overlooked by many, is in not feeding ae with
eye-lashes lying thick and soft on her first time some one had taken her own role were trying to cure himscif of stammering. the boys to-night!”
pieces In a hill, 18 inches apart; likes niether large wording to the state of the weather; the keener the i
cheeks:
Wom an. 1 repeat, sir, that in w it
“Done,” said Lem; “set it up!”
out of her hands, and was playing it skillfully And without a word more, he made his bow
the
more
nor small, but
the
will
cat.
The
inattentive
cold,
sheep
hill
middling size; don’t
much—op“I am so glad you think there is some good for her discomfiture.
and departed.
Amasa sat his hat on a post, and measured position you place a woman she i- ui
ip"»ed to hilling any crop. Barn-yard manure is feeder will allow hay to accumulate in the. racks, to in me. I will
to be good if you will help
w
He did not make his call on the Cliftons the six rods, almost bursting with suppressed incut to society and a treasure to th
I
the detriment of the flock, while the judicious feed“You couldn’t make an excuse to call there
try
l*‘st, but uses commercial fertilizers when that is er will give no more than will he euten up well. A me.”
I
to night, could you?” said Fred, when we that day; but he got over it in time, and tied laughter at the imaginary idea of Lem's looks As a sweetheart she has lew equalshort, never sees much difference in the kinds of constant attendant on a flock of sheep can soon tell
dear Miss Nellie—’’ the minister be- had left Nellie at her own door.
the knot for Fred and Nellie with the best when he should find that lie couldn’t hit the superiors; as a cousin she i- eouvcnic t—,
“My
manures. The best fertilizer in the world is brains. wliat that flock require In mild or cold weather, and
And then I realized that I was a lishat at six rods; Bob, also chuckling at the a wealthy grandmother, with an incura !•
“Doubtless l could."
grace in the wovld.
feed accordingly. Many think sheep will do as well gan.
Mr. Kinery, of Bangor, said his
“Good for you ! I will leave you something
experience—po- without a supply of water, but 1 find they will do tener, and fled.
prospect of success of his plan, and Lem distemper, she is precious—as a wet tmr-e
Josh Billings says: " Alackrel inhabit the
tato not political—had lieeu much like that of
Mr. much lietter witli it. Unless they have access to
Vanity is not less flourishing in the minis-; in my will.”
pleased with the idea of winning the bet. she has no equal among men.
sea
but
those
which
inhabit
the
generally;
llumlin. Believed in seed from large potatoes as succulent food or clean snow, water is indispensa- terial breast than in the rest of the sex, and
lie brought the gun up to Ids face to tire.
What, sir, would the peoples of the cart.,
“Then you will take it back in a codicil,
alwus taste to me as though they had
ble. It is well where one can, to have a sheep-barn
is nothing like humility for
In slock from large and well-matured
“Double your bet, and give it both bar- be without women ? They would be scarce,
striking it for I should by no means take you with mo grocery
specimens. located in a suiull-sized lot, with a brook or creek there
on
salt.
been
fatted
They want a deal of rels!” says Amasa.
(There is a great point in this—Kd.) Found the running through it. Extra care taken with sheep the right way, which Nellio knew by instinct. Mr. Clifton is of the ‘most straitest sect,’ and
sir—almighty scarce! Then let us cherish
before they’re eaten, and also afLent, and he let drive her—let us protect her—let us give her our
replied
aye!”
yield in favor of phosphate manures three to one will pay ample returns of heavy fleeces, aline sym- Woman generally fall in love with men whom don’t believe in young people making a play- freshening
“Aye!
terwards, If I kin have plenty of mackrel
of form, and a healthy auimal to look upon. they believe to be a great deal better or a day of Sunday.”
as
right and left in quick succession. Before support, our encouragement, our sympathy
compared to lime, ashes, salt and potash com- metry
fur brekfast, I can generally make the other the smoke rolled
[T. J. W., In Country Gantleman.
“Wo are permitted to do works of necesaway Amasa jumped for- —ourselves, if we get a chance.
great deal worse than themselves. Im the one
post.
twe meals out of water."
ward, with a shout and a laugh, to show Lem
llut jesting aside, Mr. President, woman is
case, they set up an idol and worship it to sity and mercy on a Sunday, and courting
Kinds. Mr. Wassou said the original |>otato
To Keep Ci.kaw of Bf.diil'GS. Take the whites
hit a hat in broad daylight. lovable, gracious, kind of heart, beautilul—their heart’s content; in the other they are en- comes under both heads, I think.”
Let the youth who stands with a glass of that he couldn’t
presented but two varieties, but now by frequent of four eggs and ten cents’ worth of quicksilver,
heart and soul to win the loved one
But where was it. Bits of fur here and worthy of all respect, of all esteem, of all
Not a day passed after this that Nellie was
put them into a howl ami beat to a perfect froth; listed
liquor in his hand consider which he had bet- there, and a miserable,
Intermixing about 600; believing they may mix in then
dilapidated wreck of deference. Not any here will refuse to drink
apply with a feather to all parts where hugs from the error of his ways. I am inclined to not to be found in my sitting room, and the ter throw away—the liquor or himself.
the hill when unlike varieties
are grown side by conceal themselves. Do this once a year and you think that the reprobates, of the two, have
a hat that looked as if all the woodcocks in her health right cordially in this bumper of
that a stone had been dropped inonly
proof
never
see
side; hail grafted the tubers while
a liedbug in your house.
the most chance of success.
to the still waters of her life was that she now
growing; the will
county had stuck their bills through wine, for each and every one of us has perWhy can’t the captain of a ship keep a Norfolk
The following is said to be a remedy for hen lice:
Goodrich, white, and Bermuda, red, and got an arFred Olney was not by any means a repro- always gave an elaborate excuse for coming memorandum of the
a feather in kerosene oil and apply it several
of his anchor, it, was the sight to greet his eyes. The sud- sonally known and loved, and honored, the
Dip
weight
ticle different from
either, hut resembling both; times under each wing of the fowls, and they will bate, yet like every other sailor, there was so often, when before she needed none.
instead of weighing it every timo ho leaves den and instaneous change of his counten- very best one of them all—his own mother!”
fin- cultivated this
ance told Bob who had lost the wager.
Fred was more changeable than a woman ;
year 7J varieties, the same treat- soon tie free froni lice.
enough of the “superfluity of naughtiness”
?
[Mark Twain.
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HORRIBLE CATASTROPHE.

Burning of

a Mississippi Steamer---More than
Two Hundred Lives Lost.

St. Lons, Oct. i>8—Evkxino.
Mr. Phillips, ap lunter of Shreveport. La.,
has arrived here from the wreck of the steamer Stonewall, and furnishes Lite brief particulars of tin* terrible disaster to that boat:—
The boat caught lire at hall past six \\ edncsdav evening, at a point.ililtle below Xealeyks
Landing, and PJo miles below St. Louis,
front a candle which the deck hands had
while they were engaged in playing cards,
flic Stonewall was run on a sand liar, the
pilot supposing that the passengers could
wade ashore. At the end of the pier there
was a large slough, and the reason that the
larger number were drowned was, that the
boa! was run on the bar but two feet, and the
shallowest point about her had live or six
feet oi water. She had so much lint on board
that she burnt like tinder, and all attempts to
extinguish the lire were w ithout avail. The
last seen of Capt. Seott he was floating down
The people at Nealey s
tream on a log.
Landing saw a light and attempted to assist
the unlortiinate passengers. One man saved
Had it not been for
10 persons with a skill'.
their help all would have been lost. A gentleman from Paducah, Ky., swam ashore with
:i t ub on liis hack, and at her entreaty returned to -aveher child. While swimming ashore
tie was grasped by a drowning man and was
compelled to -bake him oil' in order to save
himself. < >ne man was taken from the wreck
so
badly burned that lie. died as soon as he
reached the shore. The Stonewall was owned hv Captain .John Shaw and Dennis Long,
lie latter of Louisville, and was valued at
insured for StiO.tMill. She had about
l,"i.oo
Him

i,

ms

if

freight, including

:!7n

cattle,

In irses

itid tattleThey were insured. Capt. Shaw
had stopped oil thi- trip and Captain Tom
Seott was iii command of the boat.
ANuTIIKU

At

.'Cl >1 NT,

111.,
that the steamer Stonewall, which left
St. Louis Tuesday evening for New Orleans,
heavily laden with passengers and horses,
mules, hay and other freight generally, took
lire last night when near N'ealey's Lauding
anti despite all the efforts to save her site
burnt to the water's edge. When the tire
broke out every effort was made to land, but
the steamer was so heavily laden that she
oitl'l not be brought nearer than one hundred
\ arils
from shore. General eon fusion and
There wore 200 cabin and
terror prevailed.
deck passengers on board, quite a number of
t\ bom were women and children. The flames
spread with great rapidity. Some of the men
sprang into the water anil attempted to reach
the shore by swimming: nearly all of them
were lost.
Every conceivable object that
roul 1 be obtained was thrown into the water
and to these the passengers clung wit'll the
tenacity of life. Steamer Belle ot Memphis.
( apt. Crane, on Iter way to St. Louis, reached the scene during the lire and picked up
fnan the water all that are known to he saved.
The pilot, engineer, stoker, carpenter and
thirty-four passengers are known to be saved.
The Captain, the clerks and other officers am!
deck hands ami many passengers were lost,
i ii. Imtiks and papers of the boat were lost;
also the cattle and other freight on board. A
number of persons died after reaching the
shore from exposure in the water. There
The conduct of the offiwas no explosion.
cers and
passengers is said to have been heSuch an appalling scene lias not been
roic.
witnessed on the Mississippi for ’".any years.
The saved were kindly eared for by the officers of the Belle ot Memphis, anti wen earned It) St. i. mis.
An interview with the assistant engineer of
the ill-fated steamer, by the telegraphic correspondent at Carboiitlnle, gets from him the
following statement .—The alarm was given
at half-past il o’clock, and in ten minutes the
Iniw was in a sheet of flame and every person had deserted her, and all that were lost
were drowned -none were burned. (>f eleven
But
women on hoard but tliree wore saved.
one yawl was seen, and that was taken posMo
session of |>y some deck passengers.
other life boat or lift-preservers were seen.
The boat grounded 2oo yards front the shore
There were a
in about six feel of water.
party of cabin passengers, one hundred and
liftv deck passengers, and sixty of the crew,
in all about two hundred and fifty souls.
About liftv only were saved.
S r. Etn is, Mov. 1. Tallies from the wreck
of the steamer Sonewall report bo bodies recovered. The colored steward and the chambermaid are the only ones identified. The
feeling against ('apt. John S. Washington, of
the steamer Submarine No. lfl, who passed
the Stonewall while she was burning, and
when, it is said, many lives could have beet)
avi'd. is very intense. He is condemned in
A report is received
immeasurable terms.
from Cap!. Girardeau that a vigilance committee ha been formed to lynch him mi his
return up the river.
( nit aoii, Nov. i.
A despatch from larbondale says that a party is busily engaged
dragging the river for bodies of those who
lo-t their lives bv the recent steamboat disaster.
t'p to 2 o'clock this afternoon upwards
of (io bodies bav been recovered, ten of
whom have been identitied by their friends.
Two or three charred bodies were found on
the wreck.
A
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HOW ANNA DICKINSON LOOKS AND TALKS.

THE FIFTEENTH AMENDMENT.
It may fall to the lot of Ohio, says the
Louis

St

to decide the fate of the
Fifteenth Amendment, and the complexion of

its

newly

chosen

Legislature

is therefore

a

last

to

Sunday,

majority

is

so

Otis Mills,

see

subject of no little interest. It is said and \
big
denied that the Republicans have a majority I she
managed her subject, and
in both Houses, but this

GENERALITIES.

Thi§ is the season when crops, &e., are
we imand hear this marketed and people are best able to pay
We have large amounts on our
woman so much “talked about”—but not in their bills.
I In* gossiping tea-table sense.
We wanted to books, duo from subscribers, which should
bear a woman talk to a
crowd, to see how be paid—and we take this occasion to earnest-

Happening at Boston
proved the opportunity

Republican,

II.

year,
Advkrtisino I'kii.ms. For one square, (one inch of
length in column, $1.26 (or three weeks, and 26 cents lor
each subsequent insertion. A fraetion of a square charged as a lull one.

and lost

measure

they will vote for the | guilty. If the world is
Twenty-eight States required have la half-done llap-jaek,

to note the im-

is best to have

LETTER FROM

a

increased their pay.
The -marie.*.! girl in Michigan live*, at Port »»
oid let* caught
worlii of trout an. pi. 1
worth of herrics tie* p:i*t <e ison.
IL nrv l-'.mcrson. deck iiand on the -Iran,.
Kielimond. was drowned on Tliur*dav u
tailing from the gang plank going on hoard i;
at Bangor.
He iNdoiiged to Koekland.
"I

j

|

iii-in;

“Here

tional party.

am

T. Anna Dickinson—look at me!” Federal street This last mentioned thoroughfare is also being widened, straightened, repaved, relaid with new ear-tracks, and in
to
every way bettered and improved, much

asssehusotts, ('lallin, the Republican Her black hair, short and curly, parted over
singular combination of Radicals with disaf- I candidate for Governor, is elected by about a low but well-shaped forehead, swept behind the ears, with no huge and deforming
footed Democrats. The Radicals preferred id,000
majority. Last year Grant had 77,000
to elect anybody—Democrat or not —but the
knot of artificial hair. She lacks the clear
Even
feels
Massachusetts
the
tidal
majority

Ex-President;

and

they

saw

that,

Johnson!

would probably be elected on the next ballot.
So they made a virtue of necessity and voted
for Mr.

Cooper.

In

M

the satisfaction of those having homes or
white complexion so common to New Eng- business in South Boston.
land women, and has the light olive hue pecuIn the way of street improvements Boston
liar to the south and west. .She has the square seems to have had iter hands till! ol late, and
jaw and firm mouth which marks those who we have been surprised at every stop and

wave.

Maryland of
die

always

course

goes Democratic,

as

docs.

despite radical oppression and
people, carpet-baggers, hoists the haulier of Democ- grip
to reAlabama,

ui

<

radical
«>1

Nl :\V

\U\

littally

M

Jo

»

inn.

Tit* di-an.• asylum of l.i<
kingi .unity <mi
hunied on ih" ‘20th, with i• n .»t tie- uin
were lo.-ked in their room-.
Better for mao.
Wli. iv he and N'ature mm*, familiar iu
Hi* part is worst that touches this ha*. \\.
A Ithollgll the or.‘all
inmost head he pm
'l el the salt fringe that daily lick*. th«
I* gross with and.

hirih,

ii

titirsinr.
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rant.

In L\ ncliluinr. \ a.» Mi*.* Baylot iiar throat cut, and
nobody an tell

11

with h«
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\\
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On Saturday th. re wa- g.» * I -highing
Kennebec, above Sko\\ began.
Lute Alaska ulv it c
eport rit h
gold in the southern portion of that territoi

sillltl*.

Sfranypr !
Drop a little
Svinji tllti/.itt y Wai t
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I ll*' President i* greatly put out with P.
orhin. .ml will have nothing more to do w
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Andrew Johnson was defeated for Senator,
and Mr. Cooper, a Democrat, elected, by a

Mini-ter to France. ha* a-k.

as

Tin* operators of the Franklin
Telegraph iLite company turned the other h*

■

ever,
arbitrary
introductory remarks, Albany
j
members who regard the will of the people and said “let us
pray.” The prayer ended, over tlie river and the tracks of the Old Colagainst personal liberty, the bargaining and
that elected them as entitled to respect.
the clergyman fell to the rear, and the chief ony and Worcestei lines ot railroads, it
corruption to enrich members of Congress, j
and the peculations in the treasury depart-!
performer came forward. Of medium height, is necessary to secure an elevation from
THE ELECTIONS.
meat—all these he would have made his i The returns of the fall elections come in a rather full and square in figure, with a dark which to lay the bridges—hence tlie high and
specialty to drag to th light. We hope to maimer most gratifying to the Democracy. silk, trimmed with white buttons and lace, huge walls. The lower end of Broadway is
see it done by the present democratic SenaNew York is carried by at least 20,OfXI ma- and trailing along the stage, she marched to lie raised five feet to meet this elevation.
clear to the front, clasped her hands and stood When complete it will afford much relief to
tors, but the Ex President has special knowljority. and there can he no question that this
for
the
work.
and
the audience as much as to say the pressure of travel which now passes thro’
qualifications
edge
great State is permanently with the constitu- surveying

ery penny.

strut*k.

BOSTON.

have rati lied the Amendment. Two others,
Correspondence of the .Journal.
at an carlv day,
realizing sense oi the danger
°
and Texas, will ratify it. because 1 and thus be
About Streets-—The Extension of
Mississippi
Something
Administrators, Kx cirrous and drAiiniAN.s deprepared to stand from under. So
Broadway—-Widening of Hanover, Federal
siring their advertisements published in the Journal, Congress compels them to do so as part of we went.
and Devonshire Streets—Moving of Buildwill please so state to the Court, as all advertising not so
their reconstruction duties. Iowa, Minnesodirected is withheld from this paper.
ft seems queer to one accustomed to strict
ings—Laying of Pavements-—Correction of
ta. Xelirasku, Vermont and Rhode Island
a few Mistakes—Death of F. H. Uniac—notions of New England piety and propriety
Cold Weather.
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address ot papers will no doubt ratify it the coming winter. to behold the
announcement, anywhere, withtV
J
I
1 SI’.1 I
changed, must state the Post Ollice to which the paper, This will be
One
other
State
has been sent as well as that to which it is to go.
in its borders, of a Sunday evening lecture
twenty-seven.
how
[I
is
much
wonderful
perseverreally
is needed, and that State must lie Ohio or with a
money-changer at the door, and a liv- ance will
accomplish. You may sei il dow n
AA*S. M. Pkttknoill & Co., 0 State St., Boston Georgia—-or the Amendment is gone.
Geor- ed
for
And
it
admission.
seemed
still
price
ana :tr Park Row, New York, are our authorized Agents
as a fact to which there is no
exception, that
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertise- gia will not ratify—unless Congress goes out
stranger that the doors of the Boston Theatre there is
ments.
in
this
worth possessworld
nothing
AS*S. R. Nili.s No. 1 Scollay's Building, Court St., of its way to force it —which by the- way. Con- should open wide to admit a crowd on Sunday
that
not have—always provided
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this gress is
you
may
ing
perfectly capable of doing.
night. But all this actually took place. The
paper.
you will pay its price and possess your soul
as-t. c. r VANS, 1 OF* Washington Street, is an au !
the rules of decency house was crowded with an audience
Congress
recognizes
quiet, with
thorized agent ot this paper.
Tlie muse of Longfellow
patience.
Aj^fiKo. P. Ronvkli. Si. Co., 40 Park Row, New York, and propriety north of the Ohio river, if it
orderly, well-dressed, intellectual. There was never
will receive advertisements for this paper, at the lowest
words
than
truer
sang
rates. Their orders will always receive prompt attention. does not recognize them south of that line, I he packed pirquctte, the well-tilled boxes, the
All things are possible to those \vho will bill w ait
and. therefore, the Ohio Legislature will be curtain
for them."
up, the scenery displayed, and most of
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the date on asked to supply the missing vote, before the tin* accessories that were visible
What I was about to say, when my pen
last sumthe colored slips attached to the
It is the only
paper.
form of receipt now used.
For instance, 16 May Cs, Georgia Legislature is forced to supply it. mer when we beheld on the same
stage the started olf in this direction, was that, having
When
means that the subscription is paid to that date.
The whole question lias passed beyound the half-naked and
a new payment is made, the date will be immediately
bespangled nymphs of the occasion frequently to cross the lower end ot
changed to correspond, and thus a receipt in lull is sent realm of popular discussion -if, indeed, it White Fawn
dinging their legs in the air. Broadway, at South Boston, I have been
with every paper. Subscribers in arrears are requested
was ever fairly in it, and the
to forward the sums due.
only matter of We were told that even more startling con- much interested in the progress of what
AA'fn sending money, state Til R POST OFFICE to
interest now is, how will the twenty-i ■ight trasts have been
which the paper is sent..(*{r
presented in the uses of the seemed a very singular piece of work g dug
vote be obtained P
AVe do not believe it can edifice—inasmuch as a
Early
popular clergyman on upon the low Hal in that vicinity.
be
obtained
in Ohio.
The Cincinnati
THE DEFEAT OF JOHNSON.
recently preached from the stage his farewell last spring a large gang of workmen comWe don't wonder that the radical papers Commercial admits that one Republican sermon to thousand of mourning admirers. menced tearing down tlie rough shanties sitmember, at least, from Hamilton counU, is Satan and the saints
are jubilant over the defeat of Andrew Johnappear to have a joint uated thereon, digging deep trenches, and
opposed to it. This leaves but one majority interest in the uses of the building.
in
Tennessee.
of
the
kind
son,
sinking piles for a solid foundation. I pon
Nothing
At the appointed hour a clerical looking this gradually lias grown two massive stone
could have more terror for them than would in each branch of the Legislature, even if the
the voiceoi that bold and fearless man in the two Senators and fourRepresenatives elected man and a well dressed woman glided in from walls, situated a few rods apart. This interSenate Chamber of the United Stales.
Had on (lie Republican ticket by Democratic votes the side-scenes, much like the opening act. of vening space is now being tilled with earth,
his election been possible, the next session and against (lie attacks and slanders of the a play. It would have been perfectly in keep- and il becomes evident that a street is being
would have witnessed a rare stirring up of Gazette and Commercial, all vote lor it. This, ing had he lifted up his voice in parental au- built. Such is the ease, hut not until last
we were assured, will
not be the ease.
those matters that the radicals most desire
thority, commanding her not to marry her in- .Monday did 1 liud it out, though I have made
The
thousand
fifty,
majority
against the direct peiunious lover, but to take the wealthy and frequent anil oft repeated inquiries. It is the
The
and
outshall rest in oblivion.
wrongs
issue on negro suffrage two years since must,
rages connected with the administration of
elderly suitor lie had selected. Instead, how- much talked of extension of Btoadway to
As the new street is to pass
measures of necessity, have ils effect on the minds of
street.
he made a few
affairs in the South, the

na!i\i! of Mas>a« lni-etls.

e
thought, when he accepted
pointnienr. that the stealage wouldn't eon,
s
hi
expectations. [Prentice.

to be turned over like

it

cv

W a*hl»urne.
extra pay.
\\

ly request those whose subscriptions arc not
very pression she made. We wanted also to judge paid in advance to give the matter immediate

far from certain that

a

wealthy riti/en of < harleston, ha ju*t di»
*'»ld all his property. invented iiH '«»nfeder e.

a

SIMPSON, small as to lie precarious, and, as the mem- of the
power that she and other women’s- attention. Look at the dates on the direcbers from Hamilton county were elected by
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
rightera are to bring to bear upon the many sins tion labels, and see how you stand. And we
Subscuibtion Tkiims. In advance, $2.00 a year; Democratie votes on the Fusion Ticket, it is of
commission and omission of which men are mean you, reader, if you are in arrears.
ottne
at
tlie
$3.00.
within the
year
expiration
$2.60;
WILLIAM
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OUR BILLS DUE.

I'hc 1.1 wi*t<ul Journal claim- to have
in the street with a four year old bnnn
head

-i

Till- I*-i. !i *l«»rs* ('inf, ,,| 'I'oj.. Jv i. K-invtv
r«*il a ivw anl of s|i» for tie- prettiest 'mm
girl ot over litld n \.-ar> «>!' age. au l 111- ,tr
1 opeku Wen
\
tppoiuted til mb
scrutiny th.-\ ik-eided that Finn m- Me
entitled to tin* first ptvniium.

oil*

NEW YOKE ELECTION.

Splendid

The man

Democratic Victory !

ho tirst struck oil, and

I

m

A mall in Iowa, a iv*pe.
able tanner,
til it her from Irelalldjia' been discovered an !
to the baron a charge of murdering In- b
the old country thirty \ears ago.

Nk'V VoltK, Nov. 2.
to-day passed oil veryquictlt.
eighty repeaters were arrested

Tito elections

Seventy or
during the day

w

dollar^, has just died in tie poor hou-.

1
attempted illegal voting,
A young man of twenty with (wow A
i'lto-e hrought arrested in
of whom were hailed.
New \ irk.
before Judge Mansfield and Hil<-V Were n
Uobin>.,n < rii-1 •** id i!».i ha* h.-eii ed 1
fused hail.
m in settb rs. and is p, b.p,n ad d b\ *.Mi
In a few of these eases Judge MoCutm is
sited writs of habeas eorpils and releaseil tbe lager beer and pipes.
Fanners don't like tie- d m- ot lk,mk*jv
prisoners on 7)00 dollars bail eaeb.
Returns from the interior show large Re- >ear. Ii i* too early to get tie- p »uhr\
publiean losses and total demoeratie majority
A woman in Concord, N If., yawned*.,
will range from lO.onO to to,boo.
other dav ;i* to tear the corn-as of her non
The Tribune concedes the election of the I “at riot declare*, the >tor\ is not.
stretched,
entire Demoeratie State ticket by at least the woman’s mouth mud have been tr.-m

tor

some

!2,ooo

majority.

V woman
in

<

on- hundred a id thr
'hark-sbovu Ifi't w, ek.
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Massachusetts State Election.
A rare treat i> proposed lor New 'i ork dm
Rostov, Nov. 2.
eilining winter. Ii is proposed to hold them
'There is very little excitement over our vontion ot all the organ gi ind is in th muni!
offset to the IVare Jubilee.
State election today and early reports indicate a very

light

I’ -\ W 111. \ 1 >|VW i 111 old
l;
ill
her of Me- company th a* <h mkkr I
nia^eh- d to m-et th Fnglisb inva I -r* b.-J
in ist.-i.

\ote.

lloston, including Itoxbury recently annexed, gives Clatliu for Governor 7,78n, Adams, democrat. in. Kill. Chamberlain. Workingmen's candidate, o to. Plurality tor .Adams,

Two geiitk-im II ha v
been me | in I*
the one for bitting off f!
ml of ,i
if*
and
tin
other
for
holding
th •-■it t
wager,
purpose.
*■

.'i,oiiO.
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In 1867 Adams’ plurality in 11 isioii and It->xbury was 27>9:>.
Returns from -IS towns exclusive ot lloston

foot up Clatliu 11,819, Adams 8.707, Ch ou
berlain 2920.
In 18(17 the same towns gave llulloek 12,92 1, Adams 9,980.
(' inGeorge M. I’rooks, Rep, is elected to
gress in the 7th District.
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It was ipiite unprofesdoted
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days
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on long, whether man,
turning with uprooted pavements, disjointed
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That election by the death of Mr. Lincoln ralism
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Pennsylvania, indicate the certainly good
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8,017.
In his whole Congressional career, A”' time
club the vanities ot female dress—but it cognized.
coming. Let. our friends take courage. ing
Same towns in 1867 gave llulloek 28. to,
The sleighing \va< good ,11 the w i\ ir
drew Johnson voted, spoke and acted with
It is a matter of some curiosity to tlie unwas now observable that a diamond cross
Adams, 18,892.
wi.-k to Augusta on saturd i\ Iasi.
The colporteurs and missionaries are payBecause he had been j
the Democratic party.
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made Andrew Johnson its candidate and through the ears on the Eastern Railroad dis- c insistency.
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The election to-day has resulted in re-elect
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behind (lie dour: a woman’s night dress lltii; tcreil around him and a pair of plump suit
arms glided around his neck; his head was
drawn down, and a warm, molting, luscious
kiss, was planted just below hi- moustache 1
< )ur friend is a bachelor! Fancy —but no!
it is utterly impossible to fancy his feelings,
although one might fancy such a kiss. Ililirsr sensation was one of surprise, hi- sccniid
of cestacy, his third of horror!
What dreadful mistake was this? Some woman expecting her husband by a midnight train ? A cold
perspiration broke out till over him. HiI loots seemed full of fat.
•M darling husband! why didn't you come
earlier?” demanded a soft joyous voice, and
our friend
recognized the tones of the lovely
i Mrs. < tphdyke, his next door neighbor, (rasping a wild exclamation of “mistake!” Unit
sounded like a Fenian war-cry- and was
1
-brilly echoed by a hysteric shriek our friend
lb d to his own rooms next door, fully resolviiig to move at once, rather than again risk
! getting into the wrong house. [New Haven
Lever,

N’t:w Yoiitc Oct. :;o.
I'iic authorities ami others interested in the
|iurrhase and annexation of Si. Domingo P
tlie I'nited States have lieen appealed to during the past week l»y \ arious journalists ffa
lots additi mial to those ptildished.
fh
I attempts to elicit any further information
Dene proved abortive.
Efforts have ben
made to obtain from Secretary Fish and IV-mi
i’ivsideut Fl int a denial of*the statements,
j Init
all of the
high officials declined p, an
an;, denial. During the week imporj thorize
taut statu papers have been receiv'd from
|Dov. Babcock, who is'till remaining in (lie
: island, hav ing returned about the 1st of t».
toiler in the ehai icier of I 'nited stales Commissioner. by order of the lYcsident.
i lies* pap*a's undoubtedly cover the term-'
j >'! 1 lie lie get iai sou en t c red into 1 iv t omniandi r
Bahooek with Fesident Baez, vvitieh will iie
considered in detail In the Cabinet during the
j coining week. There will lie some definite
:!'-ticn taken by the
\dmimstration prior to
j 'he ailing of tin- steamer i.e S| Domingo
ue
vv -ek in order that shmay takeout t'uriher in'lriu tions to (Jen. Huheoek.
I'liese I
! wii! probably terminal- negotiation--, and the
II *-mmander will return by tin- m-xt trip of I
The terms
! steamer, by tin 1st of December
tel to ft- highly favorable and perfect] v
an-eti i.e-tery to Babeoek, a' well a' tie President- of both
-untries.
it is iielieved that
th-- island ot St. Domingo will be one of the
St ale- ef t h: I nion before the 1 't of .lamiarv
I
•Joseph <'-1rrier. the Dominican Consul, left 1
I this city a vi eel, ago I'oi' St. Domingo and
.Monte Cristo, ihoid iutervievv.s vv iili officials ;
of both countries on the subject of annexation. as well as to serine tin; title to some
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ABOUT THE ANNEXATION
ST, DOMINGO.

dent mute -.
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»'.haric- .-'!!!:•!!, -lamby •».*
the
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him :
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.ltd tint lie -lipped ; n d fell. Three
-Seal mute.- who -aw him ilurine hi -1 -h n'
< onduetoi I'iiarle- French
i iii' -1 b• t iu
tine.
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It .life rn til. tram, ic litied that he had m> talk
—

ss lit Maple.-.
1 In hrakcuiau te-tilled tha! !u
Mape-- 1 he train would -top and it lid-top
•he
Mpiim if tic- train w a- ah.. -worn to ht flu
-ta1ioi!-m., b-r .onductor,
be : and fie mih
■th'-r
ie'-:. I.oiid.
a mail
rbt, wamine: al
'P
a
-bit mi;!, b'-tifi-'il that 'hidid lio* -top. a.!!.I
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i-e
wa- uiaiia. d It; f
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i"i ill. plaintiff—I• iu 14, ipem-d by the
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of land granted him by the Dominieau (iov eminent to forward tin- interests ot
good

a ere

between New York and tlie port
Yisto.
i.iNer. ami very ably and illsb'muu-iy argued by die
Among tIn"!■ ne nil.-I as iroinposing the
s
enior counsel.
\
Ii 11 ■. * unity \Porn y of
of ongressmeii who leave for St. Doparty
•u
o.
'.' it'd tlie
a-c to
a■■ d. !' ma
brill S llimingo next week, .-lie lien. Butler, Senator
ur-l 1 j i al'iUU
at the W ddo
He made a ill "-I < oie. t leu.
(larlieid, lion. ,las. Brooks, Senatoi
and for. hue -lalcun in
lb. around- of d
CaSscrly and others, (len. Banks U cxpoel"•
1 iic.:1
-t hi- ed ioarriv
\en iavorubl. impre-'-ion
ii'om Europe ere the part v sails,
1 h11 * i 11.
Mu-u: s\ a
made ! s \
and vv ill accompany Ihem. \ illi other memle\V. It
ber- Ilf the I touse Foreign Committee.
: ij. .Jury on Monday niydit,
I lie 1 a-c a .i- ep■ ii 1
Ml" r. 1 (; lied nil Fit
1
e
rde ! f"i
RIOT IN NORTH CAROLINA.
-.-day lll"l 11commerce
it

Monte

Hr-roRir.w. Names. Warren is a historical
name.
There was (ion. Warren who foil at Ituukei
Hill, and I>r. Warren the ominom surgeon, and
!:i-1 lmt not loa*t. W Uiktx’s rysritt* vs*ei» ( «n <;u
15 \i.sa.m !
The y

for eouglis a nd eld- i- rapidly approaching, and every one should he prepared to
cheek the lirsi symptoms, as a cough contracted
between now and Christmas frequently lasts all
winter. There is no better remedy than “Johu-on's
An >dyne Liniment/’ For all diseases of the throat
and lungs, it should be used internally and externa s o 11

ally.
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1

J.ung fever, common (add. catarrh d fever, and
I basal discharge of a brownish color i' horses, may
he
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flic defendant- move for a new trial, on the
In•' 1-apain-t law and .'benee,
ill ii 'In s
•ml the weight of i-videm'.
a"
Nathan Hill, ot l*ro,»ks. Sevmi in dieti' •o'

Ni;\\

1

I'tn.’K, Oct.

checked as once bv a liberal
airy < ondition Powders.”

use oi

•'Sheridan’s

the thousand and one useful articles, at a price
that comes within the reach of all classes, than anv
other.
It l- a weil understood fact, that certain classes of
goods pay the dealer a very large percentage of
Thi* appears almost necessary, especially
profit:
in Faia y Hoods, Jewelry, Silver Plated Ware, Are*,
of \\ hi**11 a dealer does not sell sufficient of any one
art cle to make it an object of trade, and is
obliged
to purchase in small quantities; and when the
good- are sold by three or lour different classes of
merchants, and each charge a very large profit, the
price becomes double the original cost of manufacture before reaching the hand* of the people.
It i- in such goods Parker A: ('o.,!H A 1(H) Summer
>r., Ik'-ton, deal most extensively.
Their -ales are
so immense tii« \ make each article a
speciality, often buying all a manufacturer rati produce. Their
>y>trm give- universal satisfaction. Head their
advertisement.
I ml(i
of

■

i'M

as

One of the few reallv successful enterprises of the
I day i- Parker <V Co/s One Dollar Sale. Their
-v-teni >tfers a greater opportunity for the
purchase

o

dP.

Raleigh (X. <'.) loiter says the recent
riot at (ioldsborough grew out of frequent
insults to colored females by soldiers of the
in'. Mlhu' -i'liina' li<|Uor.-. Convicted : one, ami
garrison. A negro was shockingly beaten by
b*USe.
to
SUHI
>.-Uti-need
full*
II
:|( )|
plead quills
soldiers while lie was returning from church
wo ca-e
h
and a..line of >■" in ! he
J. witli in company with hi- wife.
I'pon this fact
<-N m m,
In default of payment -enten.. b ;«> h< e lining known to the colored community,
e iu
11»- :n jail and com milled.
on Friday night they gath -red in large crowds
to retaliate.
Some half dozen soldiers reMuroli tor defender!L.
Flat, s
Tlnun.i- p. >im.
..f -lockt-m. Indict
turning to ( amp were met by a crowd of
treble their number and an assault
m mi tor hia akimr md cnti-riii*? the house m Fran- I blacks,
M
ITerriman, with intent to ravish hi- wile. j was at once made upon them, resulting in
Mr-. IIi'Itiiii tn t -stitied that at midnight on the r»tH the defeat and rout of the soldiers after a
How many despairing invalid* have received light
severe handling, one of them barely escapand hope from the prrusul of Dr. A. H.
"I lime la.-t. -h- ss a- awakened by a imi-e 1,1' -,>me
Hayes’
with his life. This, however, did not medical works it would be
ing
••iic m her hcd-r<»om. vsdn rc -it. \s aimpossible to estimate.
s\ ith
sie.-pi
end the iiiistilities.
All day Saturday the ne- \\ bile engaged iii oi extensive and most lucrative
u. 1
childrc-n— that -he aro-. ,ud liy!M"d a match,
he has. yet found lime to write a scries of
groes continued to give vent to their feelings practiei
u iii.-li waimmediately Mown out by the intruder, ol animo-ity in angrily uttered threats and tivali*c.- that will confer upon him imperishable renown.
All
should read them. (See advertisement
out which burnt I01114 enough for tier hoy to ivco«r- unit tv red curses, and
by night the streets of IVabodv Medical Institute.)
fimlo
!h ; -poildcllt. lb 1 o! t ealoi to another 1 Min. were tilled
an
African
mol) armed with
by
i•
vs lm-h -he Immediately
tollowed him. ami mi revolvers, bludgeons and clubs.
The scenes
IIELFIDr PRICED < IHRE\T.
mhtiny auotlier match, rcc iyui/a I Sluile ss itli hi- in the streets resembled a minituiv pande»'«HI RECITED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
1 ami bool
under hh arm. He waiitcl to talk monium.
Fp to eight I*. M.. nothing occurKklfast, Wednesday, November lsiiiL
a m|i ht r. md
-tl'u tic- matter, which -In i-iMummI red more than the usual shouting and hallooFlour,
12 found Ilog,
fr to
11 to 15
Oi <11 >. and he then Went out at the ha. k tb u.
ing of a mob. Iml about nine o'clock the Coru
1.20 to
0.00 ?leur Salt Pork, 3K5 to.d7.O0
.Heal,
itizens were startled by reports of pistols Kye Meal,
2.00 to
0.00 Hutton per lb,
I riai not oticludf.l.
() to 00
1.75 to
and guns in one portion of the town, toward.- Kve.
8 to 10
0.00, oanib per lb,
1.20 to
0.00 I'urkey.s, j.er lb,
00 to 00
which there was a general rush of the ne- (■orn,
liar ley,
5.10 to
15 to 17
0.00; Jhickons, per lb.
S’o'i Viuy Asr.ivisirixi;! We .to told that
2.::» to
:: 25 Ducks,
oo to 00
groes. A scene of tearful excitement ensued. Menus,
per lb,
tin- hr -I./
statue
1' Jell',
which stands The soldiers attacked the
t*0
Oats,
to
70
Hay per ton,
$l.d to 17
negroes with clubs,
50 to
no l ime,
a. In.nt
‘l tin White Hmisi ...
£ 1.50 to 00
Washington, but the negr.es used pistols so lively that the Potatoes,
Dried Apples, i:l to
15 Washed Wool,
to to 45
i- rapidly going to do-lt' .it.ei.
it i.vei'ed soldiers retreated to their
to
75 L'mvashed Wool,
do to d5
quarters and then, Cooking, tin. 5u:trto
wen
a-t eating aW:l V tile
45 to 00
lo, Pulled Wool,
erdigri' which
to the number of twenty-live or thirty, com- Mutter,
IS to
20' I lidos.
Cheese,
0 l--j to 00
ill"
i tin- f’ae.
nd lie j-..11 I,t parchment menced
:{»; to
Oo
tiring into the mob indiscriminately. Kggs,
'Jo to 00
•all'Skins,
in :iis hand, enihienint'n
"l tin Declaration of
22 to
2-1 "'keep Skins,
50to 75,
The great darkness of tin night prevented hard,
0 to
12 Wood, hard,
Beef,
O.ou to 8.00
Independence. And why nr. pray? The many fatalities, though several negroes were Apples,
Baldwin, 1.25 to 1 50 Wood, soft,
i.oo to 5.0o
veidigri- of fanaticism lias been at work for Wounded and one was killed. One
Mo
lo ! Dry l'olleck,
soldier Veal,
5 to 0
tbi la-t d
tde
s to
10 {
iting away the ihdiiate wa nl o killed. Filially tile moli retired and Dry Cod
hue
-.1 Inei11 ir.
governmental system. the soldiers
sought shelter in their quarters.
< cutn liz
-n lia
1 iken ilie place .if dec i*nCATTLE MARKETS.
11 li/ati.m.
rile constitutional rights of the
Sam ! liidi rbrand writes a, long letter to the
AT BRIO'.! L'O-N, (' AMBRIDU 1C AND .MKDFilKD.
so h.-ailtittill\
■si.
d"lined and established editor of the Si. Louis
Times, in which he
Wednesday, Oct. 27, lMJd.
h- .I IV* e om’
system have been -wallowed elide.r e e. show that there has berm
At Market this week,457d cattle, 17d50sheep aiul lambs,
strong »H)Ud
ii
ot
the
maelstrom
KimrLast week 5171 catlb
la I. hogs.
1V.52 sheep and.
.|
nationality
>>•;iti:di for the desperate deeds which
iiion- delits.
1111ill: ,r .iiiga. \ ami extra
lambs, 7000 tat hogs, 25 veals.
nrhim.
When the war
against
charged
From Maine iso cattle; 773 sheep.
u
an
'n... and
ie
ak. political corruption,
broke out In was a .piict and industrious
FLICKS.
l.’.ii from he -out'.- dt piIls ,1 el]. -1 -oii abhorman, and determined to t.iki no part in the Beeves—Kxtra quid
$13.00 a 13.50 ,i p.>r 100 lbs. on
'■
"
: a
a
i
,-iwd v.~tciil that
First
oua!
12.2-* a 12.s the total weight
of
his
brothers, however, joinlighting One
•Second do
lit- I en born fron
11.25 a l J.oO
tho higher law.
The ed 1 lie Slate <
| of hide, tallow &
was
bv the fediHards,
captured
do
Tnird
10.25 a 11 oo ( ilressod beef.
st.Uiie of Jeile 'soii in sa. li a government is
-. 11 forced and
murdered. 11 is bud v
Poorest grades cows, hulls, &c., $s 50 a d 5o.
brutally
in
ahave now
much out ol' place as wa- mangled
Wokk.1 x<. OXEN—Kxtra, $250 a $325; ordinary, l .o a
shockingly, and then thrown 2‘>0;
handy steers, $so a 125 per pair.
mid lie the statue of the Yrehaiig. 1 Mirh.ir! into a mineral hole
to rot.
Tie. elder brothMuch Cow
-Kxtra, $s> a 115; ordinary, $50 a SO.
il.' lurid It ill of 1' lndemon'mni.
Stokes.—$35 to 55 per head, yearlings $ IS to 30; two
! ers afterwards shared the same late, and a
W>
should think that tin hroii/e s.atue
obis
to
$30
15; 3 year olds $15 to 05.
sister, broken down by grief, soon followed year
Sheep and K \miss—!ii lots, $! 75, 2 50, 2 75 a 3 oo for
might lie da oil red by its own daily vexa- them. But these
and selected 3 50 a 5 oo per head,
were
ce-mmon
extra
ones;
outrages
only prelimtion- -landing i- ii doe.- front of t1
\\ bite
to a greater one. One McElvane, head- 1 itnbs, $3 00a 1 50, or from 3a(ie per lb.
inary'
Sw
ine —Spring pigs, wholesa le, 11c, retail, 12a15
House, and bring e impelled I" wilin'., tile ed a hand of Federal
per
soldiers, went to the! lb; Store pigs, wholesale lluUepor lb.;
retail, 10a 15c
ud In.- cut am
.f the most stuj ondxils
house of Mrs. Ililderbratid (Sam's mother), per lb.; fat hogs, 10 3-4all 3-4c per lb.
ous otVieiai fraud that ever deceived and beHides—Brighton,d 1-2 a lo ; Country, dad l-2o per lb.
loaded her property into wagons, and set the
Tallow —Brighton, 8as 1-2 c; Country, 7a7 l-2c per lb.
utidetiei ot a people, tint ..nlv
trayed tin
As
on
lire.
drove
skins, 75 cents; Lamb Skins, 87c: Call
"my
Skins—Sheep
they
away
Wondei
that il doesn't deseeml from its building
20 a 23 cents per lb.
poor, dear, broken-hearted mother, seeing Skins,
lda20e per lb.: medium, 17alsc,
in
a
hurst
of
Potit.TUY—Kxtra,
pedestal
indignation and kick the house burning, sent my little brother
poor Ida 10 3-icT‘pr.lb.
lie gift-receiver olll ol tile White House and
to
those
hearties.-,
wretches
and
asked
Henry
'i muds
tin While ll"r
Newnrk J on inti for the
family Bible, to be kept as a relic
SPECIAL NOTICES.
when all else was gone. Xot dreaming of
THE CASE OF THF HORNET
harm to the little tender boy, what can exU isiuxi. nix. let. ,!1
The Ydmini-1 ralion ! press her horror and
agony when these deWharfage and Storage,
has had advices that then -.'ill lie no dilli- mons shot
my little brother, not twelve years
On the principal Wharf in the harbor, at reasonable
nil v in di posing of tin ease of tin- Hornet, old.
the
bowels,
and
a
fiend
then
through
pul terms. Inquire ot
i hi n inaindia of the evidence has he. : fm- hi- foot on his head and cut his throat.
And
ion
IV U. SIMIMOI.
ar.led and is all sulli-i. nt to hold the vr -el
I
,'ti
bore
these
then.
accumulated
outyet.
and her mtieers under th neulialih law-.
■.
without
a
hand
Tumor * Hcuralgia
rages
lifting
avenge mv
The great remedy tor
In tin meantime the Cuban Junta s
.,,
uni sister"
brother-'
blood.” Sam after- Xcttnih/ui and all \crroun D/smses. More t ban 100,000
cured by it in the last two years. Price ty mail, 1 pack-irons to gel rid lit tile r-spoll-il.ility .a the ward- r moved to a farm,
twenty-live miles age $l.od,—0 packages $5.27.
Senor Lentils, the Cuban agent in distant, but was followed,
vessel
by MeKlvaue and Tin- Loi raim* Vegetable Cathartic I* ill:—
Uiis
best known remedy lor all Diseases ot the Blood,
country, says the Junta did not appoint his hand, and driven to the woods. There The
Stomach,
<
Kidneys; for Headache, Rheumatism,
apt. Higgins to the command ol the Hor- he lived for seven years. Sam says he has and in ailInver,
cases where a cathartic is required.
Price by
net, th. \ -srl having been presented to the
1
box
31
mail,
cts.—5
boxes $1.18,—12 boxes $3.04.
Union
but
never
soldiers,
captured many
TL'RNKR & Co., 120 Tke.mont St., Boston, Mass,
Junta by certain parties who reserved the treated one
i
unless
he
knew
that
the
unkindly,
3 in 12
The Junta -us- man had abused Southern prisoners.
right ►•appoint her olHeeis
IRpeet tint I apt- Higgins was guilty oftreaeh- in -. r harried a woman or child in his life.
it i- -aid ids wile left \. \v York when
Bast year, at the request of hi- friends, he |
lh !l"rn"t sailed and i.a m
erland to Wil- went to St Francois county, with the inteuin
tim<to
lie.
meet
husband on her of leading tin honest life, but was wavlaid To the Tublic ••
mington
am
al there.
by hi- enemies and compelled to return to the
We have recently noticed “going the rounds" in the
wood- Hi has had hundreds of hair's-breadth Maim papers a certificate from DU.
BUCHANAN, oi
n
i’In- Sun _ii■>
highly amusing a. (<>iint of escapes, hut only two id'tile bushels ot bullets Philadelphia, the purport of which is to bolster up Dr.
: ill- api'S
inn'll! < in liuth-i at tin- Astor that have been tired at liim ever drew blood.
| L. A. SlIATTUCK, of Augusta. Justice to ourselves
Mouse, Sunday morning, wearing a porter's Xow, lie -ays. "I am in as line spirits and ; and the public requires the following explanation o( this
■at.-audio rirng very
iy about'the siioiild- good health as 1 ever was. My wound is cn- ! affair, which speaks lor itself. In a letter dated,
: -.
lie was oe 1 in lie- corridors by Hen. lively healed, and I am
1'lIILA DKI.I’Il LA, Sept. 28, I Si'i'J.
good for many yarn's
Wd'iam Merriam. tin- great adjective war ot life it my foes allow me to live in
DU. BUCHANAN, says: “We received him, (Shat*
peace;
-spondenl, and in Mutch < lap times an in- and if they do not, on them be the cotise- uck) and treated him as a gentleman on account of DU.
in late friend "I the Oncral.
"ia'inlmea qiietiees. Bet spies and informers keep at a GUEENE ; as lie informed us that he had been with Dr.
ii’iiid d dollars." slid lluth-i
I do not think I can ii. lor a longtime. From this affirmation he received
I want t<. -all distance from me.
buy in overcoat and an undercoat, and I j lie easily trailed ; hut still it is the safest for special attention from us. After lie went home to Au
Ui.nl to get kick to Host on
M'-.-riam stat‘1- (any person that lias a desire to limit up llil- gusta, he wrote for the enclosed certificate, which we
* d buck as it
'truck by a chib, and looked at j derbrand. to let that alone.
Remember the gave with the clear understanding that it was to be
lor his office and not for circulation. Several
IJutlei as >f In- doubted his identity.
The | green-horn that started out to hunt grizzly framed
parties In Maine have written me regarding this, and I
question was repeated. Hlitler said" that Iii' j bears in California.”
invariably kept silent; but as it involves our respected
eoat and overcoat had been stolen from the
triend DU. GUEENE, 1 am not disposed to be so
ONLY
A KISS.
‘a:
at
any
while
on
hi<
-leeping
Philadelphia,
longer. 1 wrote to DU. SllATTUCIv regarding it, and
from
to
\,-w
A
yu)-];
connected
jj,.
with
certain
mom- !
May
Washington
gentleman
he answers me that it will !># taken out and used
only as
alway- carried his money in his eoat pocket. I ing paper, in New llaven, hoards across the first intended, I
regret this exceedingly, but the entire
When he got up in the
morning he found Park, where each building in the ldoek is so mistake was in my appreciating Dr. S. as Dr. GUKKN P.'S
-m'l-lf do'titut
I!
borroM-ed a coat from j nearly alike, that it might well puzzle a Phila- confidential
student, and treating him as such.”
negro porter and walked up to the Astor. ! delphia lawyer, to toll which one lie occupies,
The public will remmember that wo
proved beyond all
hoping to meet some friend who would ad- without seeing the number, even in the day question that the time Shattuck spent with Dr.
Greene,
.niei
liim money to Inn a eoat and to reach time, to say nothing of tin small hours at the Institute in
Boston, was as a laborer and not as a
:.■•'Veil, (b n Merriam (old him he tlii>u<rlit “beyant the twelve,”—when ghosts and news- medical student. The
public will also see that the treatlie ought to know- belter than to endeavor to paper men most do walk.
The usual custom ment referred to in the certificate was the treatment of
i.orrovv money from a
newspaper writer, and of his kind landlady has been to leave the Dr. Greene, who lias become favorably known throughadvised him to apply to the Stetsons for a gas dimly burning—thinking probably, with out the country during a practice of more than *
years
He said In- had lost ssim in money, good Dr. Walts, (his hymns,) that “while the in Boston.
loan
id*-- a number of cheeks, payment of which lamp holds out to burn.”
Wo would advise Invalids and all interested to
the
know
send
-you
has been stopped, l’.v this time a number ot rest.
Sometimes however, though randy, for Dr. Greene’s medical book (sent free) and learn the
of
cure
and
had
true
means
not
about
trust
the
their
does
not
“hold
lives
the
out"
if
it
did
with
gathered
(leneral. A
persons
“lamp"
young
and inexperienced Doctor*.
dozen gentlemen otfered him money, and one this need not have been written.
Stetson
to
Address
advised
DU.
It.
lock
man
A few evenings since our friend left the ofGUEENE,
up iii- spoons,
!wl I
34 Temple Place, Boston.
file (leneral gratefully accepted the loan ot fice, and in com pant with his cane, leisuivlt
Shift from a person wearing a pair of cracked | followed his nose across the Park. The city
VOUMO MAM OR WOIAX,
eye-glasses. Then turning to (fen. Merriam lay hushed in sleep and silence. There was
he handed him two tifty-dollar bills, and ask- a feel of rain in the air. The moon was cloud- if you wish to avoid the destructive maladies which are
caused by errors committed in early life, or would he
ed him to limit up a coat and ov ercoat
As ily wrapped and obscured, and the light from freed from
the chains of disease forged by
in(leu. Merriam struck out for the scattered lamps was vague and dim.
it. vvas Sunday
It; discretions, peruse to works of l)r. llayes, youthful
Consultin'*
t’hathani street. Hr returned within a hall was one o'clock. Our friend reached home in Physician «»t the Peabody Medical Institute, Boston'*
‘*T B E SC IKNCE OF ELFE, or SE L F* 1 *KKS E U V A
hour with a black frock eoat and a dirty a meditative mood, and pausing about the TION
treats upon nervous and physical debilitv rewhite overcoat, a companion to the one worn middle of the block,
of manhood, &c., in a masterly
slowly ascended the storation
manner, aud it
become
the most
had
medical work of the day.
by Horace (ireeley. for which he paid )ji7,i. steps. "What, no light," he muttered, glanc- The Peabody Medical popular
Institute publish it, and also bv
l'lw- eoat vva< a little tight tinder the arms, ing at the door, and taking out his night
key. the same eminent author, “SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY
and tlie overcoat had a slight attack of the ho stopped and began feeling for the key hole. OF WOMAN, AND lltfU DISEASES.’’ See the advertisement of the Peabody Medical Institute in another
tireinan bend. \\ ith these exeejitions, the As he did so the door
yielded, and In noticed column.
(leneral evjiressed himself as satisfied. Aflei ; with some surprise, that it was on the latch.
wanning himsclt and making a lew impiirie- “More carelessness,” muttered he, as lie
ASK Flllt D1L OLAItkK’S SHKI111V
about the Hold King, lie visited SI Haul's i
Stepped in; what a line Held is here for the
( htircli, and
jet -ed on Jo Bn-tou in tin.- after- enterprise of ye men of sin.
If they only And take no other.ol Sop Unit the portrait of l>r. Clarke
each battle. No other Is genuine,
the tali.-I
is
noon train.
knew"—Here a rush was made at him from I IIIupon
y are purely vegetable ami will nut intoxicate,
A
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the mo.-t clVective medicine ec-r used.
Sold bv all Dealers in Medicines.
lb 1. HK.YDIU !IY. I’ropj-ittor, liangor. Me.
GE<).
GOODWJN v CU., Bo-ton, Agents lor New
dm 17
England.
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BOSTON MEDICAL INSTITUTE.

1

Evideme.

“Facts are -tubborn things," and it is i,, jitc:s i! ok
that it is desired lo din e.t tin attention ol the readers ot
this article.
and
practical trial have
j Many years ol seven-, the thorough
p radvt oiture u| a doubt the
I demonstrated beyond
This well-known remedy does not dry
np a Cough, and
fact that the medicines prepared Liy me, and known aleave, the cause behind, as is the ease with most
prepar! Sell KNCK’S MANDK A K E FILES, SCfl ENCK’S SEAations; but it loosens and cleanses the lungs, anu allays
thus
(he
IIENCK’S
irritation,
cause
of
W
LED
I
and
Sv
Pi'I
the complaint.
ON K,‘,
.MON 1C SY UUP,
removing
,
SI'.Tll W. FOWLK, it SON. Proprietors. Boston.
Sold
; have proved extraordiu-irily uccc.slulin the cure el disby druggists and dealers in medicines generally.
I eases of the pulmonary organs, or what is usually t< rm! ed C<»n.si mpi ion.
aware that then-are many persons w!n;j I am laity
! prejudice- rule them so completely that “proofs .-trong
Writ" would fail to convince them ot the ellicaiv i
j as
i of in) iOiin ilii s. and that there are others who, under nol
I circumstances, could be prevailed upon to admit their
; merits, simply because such n admission would prove
detriment.!, to their particular personal interests.
Fortunately lor the welfare ol mankind, these doubting j eoplc form a loiuparatively small ]>ortiou ol the I
community h! large. 1 hey are to be found here and
j then hut, compared with the great mass of t ie world’s j
I population, their number;' an so small that I lismisthem, and ad.be--’ my.-vlt to those who are willing Jo'
listen to the dictate- at rea “ii, aud who are dispo-' .l |..
admit til* trong logic ol well e. tabii.-hed fact-.
We ate told almost daily J hat < vu.iainption, the scourge
l'lii* New Stove may be found at
of the American people, i-s incurable; nail a man who-,
lungs are diseased must U given over to dii ; that In
am. that the
must abandon bopi
arrangement t hitemporal as w •’! as -pf.'tua! atldi -dr.nil claim his I
earliest attention. II lucre wore not tact a- undeniable
as that the sun will shim* in a eh ar heavi n at midday to !
controvert these -audoiu and not nnfrcqmntlv harmtul !
assertion-, I .-houlil feel unwilling i,» take up the gage ol
battle against them: bin. iortitied with results— /'a H—
which neither thei r> nor mere assertion call over;urn. I
lLi' i* the best W001> COOK STOVE that has ever
I propose to prove that (ONSUMFflON
AN
I'd,
been mail
It will do more cooking, radiate more heat,
j CUBED, and that the medicines i prepare--i’llE MAN 1 last longer and take less tuel, than any other Move over
DUAKE FILLS. SEAWEED IONIC. ;,nd PULMONIC
in the Market. These are not say ?oes only, for 1
accordance with the di- ! will warrant it to do so,
jSYItUF -wid, it used inofstrict
caseellect that which the
j red ions, in a majority
1 also have the best COAL (OolUNu STOVE that
faculty pronounces impossible-- 'ke/t will cure < ■•usuiuji lire was ever put into.
j Hull.
is
An ounce ol solid lad
wortii a pound ot theory. Ui t
me, therefore, present the tacts connected with my own
individual experience. Many years ago, I was a continued consumptive,and like thousands oi other unfortunates, was given up '.o die. Eminent physicians pro- And ii (V in adv.iniv oi any STOVE that is or lias born
nounced my case a hopeless one, and told me that ii i
made for burning coal. Tliis stove speaks for itself, anil
had any preparations r«> make lor the linal solemn
event, | I can endorse what it says.
that 1 had better make them speedily, t believed tilts
I have the PARAOON, a NEW COAT, HEATER, for
just as coniidently us did the pi rsons who thus allection- STOKES, OFFICES, HALLS and
SHOPS, gotten up
ately iiilornied in. taat my days were numbered, and by one who has had practical experience, and is said to
I that recovery was impo.-sible.
the desire to live he III. LI V and beats the
inventor, or any other Afan.
in
bosom,
i
wv.s
and
lingered
my
I am ilso agent for MAO EE'S NEW TUBULAR
young,
clung, to lile
with the same tenacity thatjuuug men, and old nu n too. FURNACE which
they keep improved up to the times,
ordinarily do. 1 did not leel willing to abandon hope as and for .he radiating ot heat, keeping ot lire, and econolong as a ingle vestige oi it remained. 1 had lull faith my in Liel has not been beaten by the combined lorce of
in the sad information convoyed to me by my physicians, fciie
getters up of Furnaces.
but still there was a lingering belie! that
something
could be done, though I knew not m wliat direction to
seek tor the much-dcsired relict.
It was at this gloomy ami cvuitlul period ot mv history that I !ir-t learned ol tin* root- and herbs’ from
which my remedies for this dreaded disease are a >w pre- I and I have got them, CLOTHES
WRINOERS.I moan.
I am also agent for DOTY’S CLOTHES WASHER,
pared. I procured and used them, and, to the utter
amazement oi ail—physicians, friends and neighbors—
Lh-t not only knocks the spots otf of any Washing Mabegan to improve. My entire system commence I to un- chine ever made, but the dirt, out ot the Clothes.
dergo a complete renovation. Expectoration, which for- £ Agent, 1 am also, for moreJLight—Lujuid Has, it burns
merly had been difficult and painful, now became com- better, gives more light, will not explode, and is cheaper
paratively easy. 1 threw oil daily iarge quantities ol ol- that kerosene oil. For sale at J It. WADLIN’S tor 40
lensive yellow matter. At the same time my long-lost Jts. per ga lion.
1 have for sale, the Tubular Lantern, that gives the
appetite returned. I ate freely of sucii lood as was palatable to me, and which was at the same time nutritious
>est light, will not smoke, nor blow out, and is the best
and wholesome. Expectoration became less copious and that has been got up.
less offensive; exhausting night sweats ceased: the rackI have got one more new thing, that the world has
ing and harrassing cough abated; the lever broke, the wer been crazy for, a new COFFEE STEEPER, simple
n form, gives you all the
pain departed: flesh planted itself on my sadly wasted
strength you can get out of the
frame, and with tlesn came strength and full health.
•offeo, pours out clear, pours a good stream, and is easy
From a mere skeleton 1 became a stout, strong, robust
o be kept clean.
1 am also agent to run the Shebang, and turn the
man, and I have maintained both strength and flesh to
i weigh two bundled and thirty-live pound.-: ! ■l ank where nil these tilings may be found or
this day.
anything!
1 am blest with an appetite \ouchsated to but few men, ; 'lse that turns up in my
line, at prices SO LOW thu
while my digestive organ- are amply equal to all the iv- ! t astonishes every other man.
qiiirenients oi a hoalthlui condition ot mv system.
isow, oc u rememuereo, an muse wuiiUerlui changes
were wrought by the use ol the medicines I prep uv—
MAN 1>KA KK PILLS, SEA WEEP IONIC ami 1* ELMO N 1C SYKUP. A cure seemingly so miraculous
naturally created astonishment in tie.- minds of those
who knew me. I was literally besieged on all sides.
1
had visitors daily who besought me to give them the
2 ml 7
remedies which had wrought toe wonderful restoration
and had wrested me lroui the very jaws of death. Letters were received by scores importuning iue to impart
the secret and intorm the w riters where the specifics lor
consumption could be obtained. Others, who were too
oust published, a new edition of Or.
weak to travel, not satished with writing, sent lor and
('ulverwell’n Celebrated
E««uv
consulted me in regard to tlieir eases,
o all these
ap
on the radical cure (without medicine) ot
plications I responded as 1 wu- able.
Spi.km aT«a .or Seminal Weakness.
1 had fully regained my health, and gratitude lor the
Involuntary Seminal Losses. Imi'otknvy, Mental ami
happy result prompted me to turn my attention to the Physical Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc.; also
science ot medicine, with the hope ot thereby being able
•NM'.MI'TION. Eimi.kpsy, and Fits, induced
by sellto be ot service to my suitering icilow-creatures,
de
xual extravagance.
imlulgence 01
voted my sell closely to my studies, and more especially
Jtiry' Price, in a sealed envelope, only •"» cents.
t.o that branch ot them relating tu the teiribie disease
Tie.* celebrated author, in this admirable essay, clearly
from which 1 laid suil'ered so long and so much. I indemonstrates lrom a thirty years’ successful
vestigated it iu all its tearful phases, in order to a-sure that the alarming consequences of self-abuse practice,
may be
myself that my case was not an exceptional one, 1 he radically cured without the dangerous use ot internal
closer my investigations.the more sauslaeiory were my
medicine or the application ot the knife; pointing out a
conclusions, i leit convinced that tens ol thousands ot mode of cure at once
simple, certain, ami eluetual, by
my lei low-creat tires were dying annually from consump
means ol which every sufferer, no matter what bis conlion whose cases were not as desperate and
dition my be, may erne himself cheaply, privately, and
ami
l
mine
had
been,
argued irom tnis tfi’at radically.
hopeless as
remedies which had proven so cil'ccUve witli me would
fins Lecture should be in the hands ol every youth
prove equally so with others. I prepared my medicines
iml every man in the land.
in a pleasant anil attractive form, and anuounc-d them
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address,
fhc results .re well know'll,
to the world,
i’liousaiul* .m receipt ot six cents, or two
postage stamps, by adol stdlering men, women and children, who were on tinthe publishers.
dressing
h
ive
been
eun-d, and are to-day living
way t the grave,
Dlt. CU LVEltWIvLL’S ‘‘Marriage Guide,'’ price
Also,
evidences oi the fact that PONSUM P1ION * \.N p,£ •i) cents.
ClMiEL); and I think 1 may say. without arrogating to
Address tlie publishers,
myself any more than is justly my due. rhat 1
( HAS .1. CL NLI\E «V C O..
as much experience in tin- 1: catmc-iit ol consumption as
I'*» Bowery,
l oil*. Post Ollice ltox
any other person in the country, and that my m.vess
lyr'in
been wonderfully great.
Let the reader remember that these arc not mere fan1; ie. a11■ ;m.-itive
cied statement -.
1»viu^ t■ tct of wInch
I am the living evidence.
'•'here i* au ->'.<1
.iv-.
What has Ivcu
I have b-j.-u
done may be uom-.
eomidcii-ly eur.-.l
Dir itch
Control no: U.\u r.n / ,.. ,,
>ANKI‘
1 11
colliuniption by tbo remodio. 1 now oiler lu the public
States. State ol Maine.
s
Hiou.-aml..
luve testilied
,iuular Imuuy
In the mutter of S TEPHEN a, DOYLE and oils U.
"111-1 lrom their a-.-, an-1 lhousamh .-I iihe.-s
inj..l,t
1 have been, could
be bem-litte.l a
MARKS, Bankrupts.
they but be pievath-d
upon to try the virtue ..t The UnndruL, Pill*. Seun-eed
IS 'I«> GIVE NOTICE that a petition
having
Toni: and /'uhnoni
Syrup. All that i- mv-.-i-iry to
been presented to the Court on the twentv-lirst d:.
convince the most skeptlc.ll oi their m., its is a ;
id November, A. 1>. lsM, by Otis R. Marks ot
Full directions uccomii.iny c.it-ii „| tin m.-.li -inus
iu said district, late a copartner of Stephen A
So
Doyle, mill0t khsohiu-iy m-cess u-;, that
1,1:11 :t
patieui should ller the linn oi Doyle fit Marks, bankrupts, praying that
see me personally, unless they desire to have th-ir
hums he might be decreed to have a full discharge from all his
examined. I-or this purpose I am perionallv -it mv
liebts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, upon which
PhlN. II-AI. OH U-K. No. I.. North Sixth s,r.vj
petition notice was ordered in the Ellsworth American
of Commerce, J;\ ei:\ Sati i:i>a
and Rockland Free Press, returnable on the first
Monday
Advice is given without charge, but lor a
ot July,A. D. ISO1.), and it having been made to
exthorough
appear to
amination with the Kospirometcr the price is live dollars. the Court on the twenty-seventh
ot July, A. D. isM,
day
l’rice of the Pulmonic .Syrup and .Sea Went
that said order, through accident and without fault or
each, If!.1.0 per bottle, or *; .;,j the half doc.-n:
neglect on the part ot the petitioners had not been comdrake Pills, Ni cents per box.
plied with, and thereupon,
J. II. SCHEffCK, M. D.
And therefore,upon the petition ot said
Bankrupts,
on tin* twenty-seventh day ot .July, aforesaid, notice was
ordered anew in the newspapers, aforesaid, returnable on
the first Monday ot October, A. D. ISM, and now upon
this twentv-lirst day of October, A. D. ISM, it appearing
OK 1*1 ANO FOKTK. Uesideuce at Mrs.
upon inspection of the record of said case, that said last
i mentioned order had been
Uougre.'S Street, llelfast.
complied with only iu part,
xfur .Special attention given to beginners.
ttll
and it having been shown to the Court that the failure so
to comply arose from other causes that the neglect or
llemv M .ml ISiMuher on
Wring* fault ot the petitioner, having now presented his petition
<*r.i
to the Court, praying tor notice to issue anew on Ids
After a constant use o( the LxJvek.sa; Clothes aforesaid petition lor discharge:
W i:in<;kk for more than four
mv
in
!
am
Upon reading said Petition tor discharge anew, it is
years
family,
authorized by the ‘-powers ihat be” to gi. it the most now, upon the twenty-first day of October, aforesaid,
unqualified praise, and to pronounce it an indispensable Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had upon
the same, on the first Monday ot January, A. !>.
part of tin- machinery of housekeeping.
lfiro, before the Court in Portland, in said District, at
ten o’clock, A. M.,and that notice thereof be published
YE I1I U R!)
)
of uSiiitnocvc;' tomsoe ye inire by in the Ellsworth American and the Republican Journal,
newspapers printed in said District, once a week for
the tiur.Ar Sihkiitae Kemepi
21
.oH'nCE'K three weeks, and that all creditors who have proved
their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at
1*0SIT I V E
AS O
S X2& AT 2 V F
1*0 \\
said tin.e and place, and show cause, if any they have,
SIEItS. If your druggist hasn’t the Powders, send a whv the prayer ot said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
tori<»f description of your disease to Pk.m'. Payton
:Uvir
Clerk of District Court for said District.
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lisp

best

The Fireside

iioiy

every
irufvof material and arc not lia.hh- t»
out of oid< r.
It y.-.»u wi.-h to purchu.-e a
y e d MAl III .N I.. e d! and
see them at
my Jewelry Store.

get

ISAAC ALLARD

CARRIAGES!

Have been INDUCED to arrange
PRICES

raimuT

their GOODS

on

ers can

J. B. WADLIN’S,

MANTA'

A

Wagon ora new Sleigh. We can suit you. \\
now prepared to execute order- for
anything in uui
line, ami the public are cordially invited to eall on us ami
examine our work and learn »<ur prices.
Repairing dom
to ordar.
Prices to suit the times. Cal! and -*e our
new style patent NEEI«-!■*,
The best thing ot tt„kind known. Jimt out.
Acknowledged to be -uperior
new style.
\\.* guarantee satisfacti m to our customers.
All work In t■ e iri iage making and
repairing line m-r
tormed in the be.-t and most durable tuaum :■ bv
pr :ic 1
workmen. Job work done .juicklv. < all mi
u,t
our SHOP »n Washington Street.'in the rear ot
Pb-ai

save

J >< ilJ.AIt

A

j

DRESS GOODS,

|

MENT in the

68 Main

For suits, in such
that the

Mauheod: How

Lost,

large quantities

customer

Ladies,

STRAW SHOP
of S. A. BLACK & CO..
mine and thoroughly test tin

>.

LYONS POPLINS. &c.,
Tit !/r<:tl

fit -nt.l h!

1.0 II

Business

j

L. A. Gil AY, A. M.,

The rush in this

Department

tinues unabated.

presented

from

eon-,

Every quality

30

to

BILLIARD TABLES.

is

I-IE .1ST BY B EIMS,
106 SUDBURY STREET,

$1.00

I>osI <_»n. MassManufacturer ot BILLIAUI> T A l'.I.
with tli
IV*
• eat ( oiiiiiiiiiitiiMi strip < usliiou. upri •..•
to any now in use, .it r.-dmed pi le
••mo-.M
jJTd" All ord-rs promptly attend, tt t.

WATERPROOFS
AND

NOTICE.

CLOAKINGS.

persons are hereby n ditie.l not lo trust or h.n
my wile, .Margaret
'-pear, ,>n my .uv..»int.
!la\ ing left my hew and t>o ml. 1 h ill puv no Dili- .>t I
it. li. SIM.AB.
contracting alter date hen of.
:w 1
Warren,«>ct. l>. Is '.e.

\L1.l

We cut garments
t; kk

i

< >1'

BELFAST

purchased

1 )\

the

at

Units’

post paid.

*1,

tf

Lisp

In I.incolnville, Oct. 14th. by S. M. l>nnton, E-q.. Mr.
Chirles W. 'Power, and Miss Eliza A. Pillsbury. b» tli of
|{(dniont; by the same, Oct. ‘.Cth, Mr. Seth M. \onng
and Miss Almira Maddox, both qt I incoluville.
In Whitclield, Oct. 14, by Kov.S. K Partridge, .Joseph
A. Wyman to Oiive A. Nutt, both ol Jetferson.
In China, Oct. 10, !>v Uev. A. .1. Nelson, Elijah Winslow to Sarah Libby, both of Unity.
In Northport, Oct. Jttli, Mr. Albert II. Know'll on to
Miss Judith M. Nelson, both ot Northport.
In Yinalhaven, Sept.
Mr. .Mathew Kobbins of this

city

to Mrs. Charlotte Norton ol Yinalhaven.

In South Monlville, Oct. tilth, Mr. Elijah Cray ot
Waldo, to Miss flora A. Cushman of Morrill.
In Camden, Oct. 14th, Mr. Charles T, Knight of Northport, and Miss Lizzie Driukwater of Lincolnville.

1J1ED.
[ iMdtuary

be

notices,

beyond the dote, no me and n ye, mu.it

paid for.)

In this city, Nov 1st ..Mrs. Hannah Torrey.ageJ ?s years
S months.
In Belfast, Nov. 1st, Capt. Charles Bagley, aged do
years, to months ami 21 days.
In Brooks, Oct. :>t»lh, Alice E., aged 12 years: Oct. 2.0,
Charles, aged 0 years, children of Kbenezer Prime.
In Searsmout, Oct. >ih, Mrs. Abby. wife of Syh.iuus
11 emeu way. aged lid years.
In Montville, Oct. ldtli, Mr. Thomas J.ennan, aged 06
years.
In Camden, Oct. 7th, Mr. Enoch Philbrick, aged d2
years.
In Augusta, Oct.. 7th, Eliza F.,wifc oi .Joseph A. Deane,
Esq., ot Ellsworth, aged do years.
In Frankfort, Oct,2dth, Mr. Silas Dillawav, aged tVl
years, recently oi Carroll, Me.
Bangor

Democrat'please

In

Wintlirop, 20th 1111., Mary,). Pendleton
port, aged 20 years and 7 months.

SHIP

ot North-

NEWS.

Sell .James dewett, Coombs, Fishing.
SAILED.
new, Coombs, New Orleans;
Nov. 1st. Ship Cora,
Sch Castellano, Hart, lRingor; .Jack Downing, P.dti-rson,
Uockland.
Nov. 2nd.
guson, do.

Sclis

Adaline, Uyan, Boston

Empire,

Fur-

A letter from Bombay, dated Sept. 2S, gives a sketch
of the loss of tin- Auu-rican <hi|» .1. p, Wdiitnev, during
a storm in the Indian Ocean, April 6.
Thirty-two of the
The captain and eight men secured a
crew perished.
small boat with which, after twelve days of intense suffering from want of lood,they reached a group ol islands
where they were kindly received and remained un.il an
opportunity occurred for reaching Bombay. [ The .J.l'.W
was a ship of 1020 toil', built at Oast in.*, Ale. in is {, and
then put under the British Ihg. She In Inn*, d m •
leutt.i
and was owned by H. M.icalli ter.

1)0 found in

May

amination of
is

Mrts !' /*/•; /; i i:

r m \ \ \ i: i:.

Merchants having shop worn good-, or .dor
ut
t u
style, will liml it to their advantage to patron.
establishment.
Poods of all fabrics and descriptions u- nil
.fun
such establishments, execut I w ith promptn.
and .11.
I li t u
\\
natch, and the public uiav be a -u
] tin
be spared to m ait their p tii'-nuge.

i.
Belfast, Octolu
N. B.

Stock, and

«1

AI.I.IA

(i.

1--'.

P ! >y.

>•

l;l

r.

w.ut.iii'■

,!

I,,

Ladies' tires se*« sh
original st> h »t ti ui

PROBATE NOTICES
At

an

All

..

smut.

a

Probate

<

ourt held at 11 •Mas:, within ml';'
: «>
on tl
second ho da.

County ol Waido,

ex-

A

«■

D. !m;o.
» I K

LlioWN. adriiinistrati i\ol
'Mr
llenjumin brown. laic ol Pella-l, in -a. I < uimv
r
i.d
Waldo, deceased, ha\ii»ir pr-'se'it. d
allow ai
account ot administration on said -late
Ordered, That th--said .uliniuLtratrix gi\•• m>tie.
i.
oi id;.to
persons interested by eaiisiac a
published three week- »ue. --ively u tin I; ; !■>,
P
.lournal,printed it Lelfast. that they n
appear at
bate Court, to be held .it Leila t.with u and lm aid
.V
:
mbi uesi it tel
tv, ot tin *coudTut ulay
elock l-elore noon, and-lew cau-e, il anyth.',
the same .should not !"• aiiowed.
as \ riiiui.oi4.il. lud.
A trm
Attest—15, P. Ft
>py.

1>H

price and quality

:

■

TO LET.
House, well situated, Jo a genteel
’.vim will hoard the lady owning
the house, arid her child. Or rooms will
A

family,

Id) the

| artn?foil*or?^~
l»olfast, Oct.

i.

II

morable Judge ol Probate

t..

l!..

<

mu:.

Waldo

lndW.t .1 ndl-i.m,
undersigned,i.uardiau
I
or heir of Freeman L. F.irwe I, latent l iit\ ,1.
j
nis that -aid mm..'
deceased,
rep:
respeettully
County,
is seized and po-se-ed 01 eri fain -al e-tale sihi i!
!
uudis idl'd Ion; ill p irf ol the home
\
FARM situated in Northport, one mile from Sat- Pnity, being an
t hat an ad. antag..m- oil. 1 ..1 1!
i V urday Cove, on the Beech Hill road, containing ol said deceased ; has be.■11 made
b\
I
d
iln
L.l
i:ii
ao-100dollars
about one hundred acivs of as good land as there i- in -even
m
of said Fnitv, which oiler it is tor t he nit.
Waldo County: cuts about twenty ton- of hay; has a
tlu j o<a .i t!i
»1
immediai' lv 10
good House ami L: finished throughout, with Barn ami cerned on interest tor aeeept,
the benHit ot -aid mil ...
out
put
and
Rlucksiuit
h
Sheds, Carriage House, Work-shop
hlu.p,
•:
c
h
:i
i*ic..
your
ur.i:
W
you: petition* pr
well fenced; plenty ot never-tailing water and plenty oi
sell and convey -aid ie.dwood for the use of tie* place.
Will he sold on reasona- him a license to
1
n
er-ie'.i
ot
Wnb.w'the
the
ble terms with stock a id farming tools, it desired.
Ap- minor, including
thereon, to said FJi/.abcth lor -aid sum.
1>AYII> DR1N K WA'IT.U.
ply, on premises, to
( UAliLiiS F. < H \M»1.I L
tllf.
Northport, Oct. g“», fsee.*.
iwir.

FOR SALE.

)

rrilK

ot

1.

!

•.

a Court Ol‘ Probate, held at Bel last, wi! hill and I
d
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesda
A. D.'l *»»'.».
I T f PON the foregoing Petition, Ordered That the
tioner give noti.ee to .ill pur-mu- iutercs!. d
i.
causing a copy ol said pelition, w itli tins ordei tin
to be published three we« k* smvi
Bely in tl.e Ih pm' I
n
can Journal, a paper printed at Bellast. that ti
At the old stand, cor. ot Main and Washington Streets,
to b< held at the Pi
appear at a Probate Court,
;
Having enlarged and fitted up his store is prepared to Otlice in Belfast nfor-snd. on the -< coud I m
iurnish liis patrons and the public generally with every
w
November next, at ten oh lock in tin ton-mu n, and sh*
•'
ti
-aim'
h
should
iu
n
the
have,
wh.;.
thing
cause, it any they
A' \ f111 Bla *1 t .11, Jnd-.
•'ranted.
-w
A true copy. Attest -15. P. 1 i. ; •. Kegi-t.-r.
FISH & GROCERY LINE !

SPECIAL

At

NOTICE

>

A.E.DURHAM,

■

>

His stock consists ot

FORK,

LARD,
SUGAR

FLOUR, CORN, MKAI-,
BUTTER, CHEESE, MOLASSES,
TLAS, TOBACCO, &c., &c.

In addition to his stock of <« HIM' K IK I KM ho keeps
good assortment of FISH of all kind*. HALIBUT’S
HEADS, NARKS and FINS, at wholesale or retail.
MACKKUliL put up iu kits, «ju.arters and half
bbls. to suit customers.

a

VI7"OU LD respectfully inform the ladies of Belfast and
▼ ▼
vicinity, that she has taken rooms at the house
of .Jerome Stephenson, corner of Bridge St. and Waldo

DRY CODFISH & POLLOCK !
Smoked IIA LI BUT and SALMON, &c. Quick Turns
and small profits is the word.
FRKSH CODFISH every Tuesday, Thurs•
day and Saturday Morning on the arrival
ot the Steamer City of Richmond.
Iffi- Goods delivered iu any part ot the city free.
iwl•<
Belfast, Oct. IS, 18tW.

She Inis all tlio latest styles ami guarantees
good satisfaction to all who may favor her with their patronage
Hell.ist, Nov,INiO,
;hvl7*

EASTERN STATE

H. H. JOHNSON, M. D.,
P1IYSICJIA.N & SUllG KoN

SCHOOL.

Late

MAINE.

pu I 1 i<* not ie« to
has
corned. That
duly appointed and t .U
>r
of the list will t
edit*
K
Upon himself the trust, of
in the c.mnty .d
Benjamin Thomas, late of Morrill,
as
law lin-ei
h.bond
tli•
Waldo, deceased, by giving
therelore requests all persons who are indebted t.. -a .1
in*
iium•■diate
,.nd
tin
nt,
pay
deceased’s estate to make
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the -aim- h
.’>wl.»
AL ANSON W.GBI.LB
settlement to him.

gives
rpHK subscriberhehereticbeen

-,

NOTICE I
K Copartnership heretofore existing bet ween
rpil
r
S.
and
uml.
.1
s

I •,!;

the
away.W
Dillaway
Georg*
tv.in,
and style ot Pilluways & Pole, is this d iv di
I
by mutual consent. Thanking the public lor past 1 iv.u
Mr.
In
Me
our successor,
Geo. P. Pole, will
In*
happy to
name

triends at our old stand in II A \ P< >KI >*S BLOCK
he will continue the VKsf business.
S. DILI.AW A\
W. S. DILL AW
uko. p. poi i;.
dwr.

...

\i

hm.

\

^

with DR. MONROE.

Office, JOHNSON’S BLOCK, Phoenix Row*
a

ml

Tuition and Text Book free.
Board and rooms for self boarding, reason ible.
For full particulars address
*- '*’• M.BTUIKR, A. !!■..
PiiiU,|Mf
or lion. WAKRFN JOHNSON,St ate
Supt., Aw?uti.
•Iwi;

,t

s

Mrs. Lenore J. Pierce

will commence December J. Lsf.o

tig u
v\, !

prompt!v

t

Siiuoiitoi! Bros, it C«>.

ami

The Winter term
continue l*j weeks.
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earnestly solicited.

presented

CASTINE,

|i|c5

T.

>

MARKS, Bankrupts.

NORMAL

la\press Otli -e, when

Toilet Qnilts,
Hemp Carpetings, &c.

Cutting and Making of Dresses & Cloaks.

Oct. 20th.

t turn l»A' I Ip >!'> fl,
r' rect a veil
11 ou.se K. SALMi >.M>, ,\
I 1 I
all order- u ill

'in

<•

1

nt

S

<

IS
npiILS
been

Bankrupt

A

,■

Tickings,
Bed Spreads,
Jjinen Towelling,

Avenue, where she will attend to the

■•OUT OF ItFFFANI
A It HIVED.

cheap
ready
is no mystery.

Feathers,

.....
i»amvKltiv\.

TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition
having
to the Court, on the twentv-tlrsr
day
of November, A. I). ISON, by Stephen A. Doyle, of Franklin, in said District, late copartner ot Otis R. Marks, of
t he firm of Doyle & Marks, B ankrupts
praying that lie
might he decreed to have a lull discharge from uii dn bis,
provable under the
Act, upon which petition
notice was ordered in the Ellsworth American ami the
Rockland Free Press, returnable on the first Monday of
Inly, A. I>. 1809, and it having been made to appear to
he Court on the twenty-seventh day of July, A. 1).
18M,
that said order through accident and Without fault or neglect on the part ot the petitioners had not been complied
with, and thereupon.
Uupon the petition of said Bankrupts, on the twentyseventh day of July aforesaid, notice was ordered anew
in tin newspapers aforesaid, returnable on the first Monday ol October, A. D. ISM; and now upon this twentyfirst day of October, A. D. ISM, it appearing upon inspection of tin* record ol said case, that said last inent oned order had been complied with only in
part, and it
having been shown to the Court that the failure so to
comply, arose from other causes than the neglect, o fault
ot the petitioners, and the said petitioner, having
now presented iiis petition to the Court
praying lor notice to issue anew ou his petition lor discharge:
Upon reading said Petition for discharge anew it is
now, upon the twenty-lirst day of October aforesaid,
Or lered by the Court that a hearing be had upon
the same on the first Monday of January, A.D. l.s.'o, helore
tin Court in Portland, iu said District, at ten o'clock, A.
M., and that notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American and the Republican Journal, newspapers
printed in said District, once a week for three weeks,
and that all creditors who have proved their debts
other persons in interest,
may appear at said time and
place, and shew cause, it any they have, why the praver
ot said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
Iwi;
Clerk of District Court for said District.
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In the matter of STEPHEN A. DOY LE and OTIS R.
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Mrs. CLARA A. SLEEPER

be mailed to you,

Principal,

1*0 SITE A A II. Tlaiue

:m

NOTICES.

District Court ou the United )
States. District of Maine.

aili:

jn‘i
lor full information address

Tonic*
Man-’

wi

College,

oi

owe

BLACK ALPACAS,

re'

ler-avorlitug S’awilcri

7i.

.i.

PORTLAND

EPINGLINES,

L.orng

on

a

LOCK STITCH

EPP.LINES,

Vranklin',

v*

h|||

’.mil

rpHIS

iiiyvtcrio!i*.

110*11

14 a tkii ui*h oi' m:< 11 imui
It is cheap, simple, durable, useful. •natm m il it; !
Uarranteil for tin* 1 eari.

OTTOMANS,

<>i

Sim’.Ni e, M. I>., Kox 5S17, New York Pity, and those

High St. Belfast

n u iim:

■ r

n',-

"ill

the best SI.WINA M.\t HIM

want

ex:

THIBETS.

'have'"had

ot.othe.'.-

it you

PRICE AND STYLE.

apparently

BANKRUPTCY

SHUTTLE

Market, please call at the

t!i

cannot

tee

Belfast, Me.

How Restored

HOME

tail to be suited both in

Wadlin,

Street,

j

PL.AIDS,

GET THE BEST,

J. It.

SAVE THE CHILDREN.
Multitudes of tnem sutler, linger, and die, b. u.Pin-Worms. The only etleetual remedy for tie-, m
troublesome anu dangerous ol all worm-, in ehibin i.
adult s, is found in 1>R. tiul Lh’S PIN WORM >\ Rl 1
Purely vegetable: sale ami certain. A valuable c.it hart
and beneficial to health. (.’ la ►. ('. l.'t n >1>\\ I N \ m.
let-ton, and all druggists.
• ml!

City.

BRIGHT. GREEN AND BLUE

’still,

new

FRANK PERKINS A CO.

We have the LARGEST ASSORT-

MAGEES ADVANCE,

Making A: liepuimio

DO YOU WANT ONE !

their custom-

wherby

j
!

Agent.

bargains,

Simonton Bros. & Go.

j

WILSON

s I; \v I\(>
\f A CHI X I: !
They execute more rapidly ami with l.K>s
than any other MACIII XI'. in ti-<
They op< rate fjually
"■‘■11 ,jn

obtain the

can

&

SILENT FEED LOCK STITCH

their DRY GOODS where

thoy

WHEELER

THE

Believing that the Ladies are entitled the right of purchasing

!

1

■

RIGHTS!

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED.
Head il!<*

IIBIIW mmibm.,

WOMAN’S

I beyond a question the very best medicine oi the dav
tor all COUGHS, COED*, Sore III IIOA 1' and LI N(i.S!
Also tor Whooping rough an.! ('roup in children it i-

(fold lias been found in Coos County, X ii.
at Pittsburg, and there i- considerable excite- j
ment over the matter.
Across the line in
Canada, fifteen miles distant, a man named
Pope employs thirteen men in washing gold
bearing sand. It is the field be works which
has been traced into Xew Uamphshire.

■

a

I

Night calls
Church St.

answered from 11. II. Johnson’s resilience
.imir

WANTED.
TOll COAT AM> VKST MAKKIts;.
[test
./ [irises ami slea.ly work. l-'.ir lurllier |ianienlar.s
nr
ail.lref.
.1. A. Itltiyos, I'.
tit
[iiy
II..o, Me.
.Will*

C1US
I

lii

MORION’S GOLD PLNS :
rm: hest ri:x is rm: it tn:u>
1 have just received a complete and splendid assort

incut ol the above celebrated Gold Pens in great ariefv
A small and heautilul
of IIolders lor desk and pocket.
si/.e lor ladies. Any one wanting the luxury ot a
not tail to call and examine them nt
should
tin
pen
t1. Illltlll
Jewelry Store ol
Sole Am nt lor Belfast, und vicinity.
i.w t

The other hesitated.
“Thee had bettor not

THE CHARGE ATM/ALLEY MALOY.
finer Hie hickories’ fluttering arch.
•Halt!’ and we formed on the hill’s green marge.
< dearly the order rang:
“Forward march,
Quic k-trot, gallop, charge!”
l'own the decline, \\ iili a thundering rush,
Clattering saber and fluttering vein.
dash through he belt of brush;
hit. and across the plain,
Kept we no order of rank or file;
Never a rowel spared flank that day;
< barging the enemy's work a mile—
A mile and a half away.

Fp with

aiimni shot hounded and ploughed
along:
shell and rifle ball whistled and sang
Their horrible death-song.
Half of the last half mile behind,
Ml of the squadron but one I led;
Harry's gray thoroughbred ran like the wind,
<
Mattering just ahead.

t)li. the wild rush of that mad career—
Thunder of lioofs like the surf on the shore!
Knightly as ever charged old cavalier,
Harry tramped on before.
Turned ill his saddle, so proud and fair,
Smiled when he saw that we two led:
lulled his sabre-arm high in air,
Waved and pointed ahead.
Net a breath after 1 sat him bound.
He ard his lips utter a tpiiek, low cry.
(;,"1 in His pity driv. sight and sound
< Hit of my
ars and eye!
Forward I spurred at a desperate pace.
t 'aught at him falling, with sickening dread ;
Looked only once in the white face.
Knew that my comrade was dead!

•straight in my stirrups. 1 cursed them then.

Uaved at them all for a dastard crew:
Hared and defied them to meet with men—
< .nvard.s. and that
they knew!
breathing the batteries' horrible breath,
tirapesTiot and canister sweeping!
iring in : ion for that storm of death
Than tin an April rain!
i. iefs
burning passion my tongue discharged.
Hatred 11..: broke in a blasphemous veil.
At that mad moment I could have charged
1 mu the gates of hell.
a tree in a low, green space,
Peacefully babbling, a brook flowed by
tily I laid bint, his dead paleface
i'urncd to the summer 'k>.
h 'Wii at his side, in the grass, I flung,

Ftider

:

s

Pressed the dead dear litre up close to my own ;
maddened moment my heart was wining—
fin u it was turned to stone,
l'.aek 1 mde into tin tight once more,
Fought wiilt the strength and rage of ten:
may liod never, till battles are o'er,
.'infer that men light men!
hie

~

1 feel the

spirit beginning
right forefinger.
The rubber did as he was directed, and the
took
his
Quaker
place by his side, giving the
to move my

the middle seat.
The driver, who was frightened half out of
his wits, now set forward at a rapid rate.
The lively gentleman soon recovered his vivacity. lie was especially facetious outlie

new comer

a

rribly regular musketry rang;

I

delay;

I Quaker’s prowess.

“You’re a rum Quaker, you arc. Why,
you don’t quake worth a cent.”
I
1 ant not a ‘Shaking Quaker,’ if that’s
what thee means.”
“Of the ‘Hickory,' or rather of the ‘Old
j
Hickory’ stripe, ! should say,” retorted the
lively man; but the Quaker relapsing into
his usual monosyllables, the conversation

|
j

I^ORTY

_|(dxr lubbcrtisancnts.
] >100

in Gold paid, to

an
missions

!

Agent with Com-

ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

MARK TWAIN’S
SSff

Abroad,”

With all its humor, and all its richness, is ready (or
igents. The whole press ol the country is praising it,
ind every person who has read it is known by his cheerful looks. One agent at Rochester took .71 orders in one
lay. We have reports like this constantly. We pay the
as above. Send
largest commissions and extra
to us for our explanatory circulars, and sample which is
sent free, and judge for yourself. AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn.

I

premiums

™*N~EI,HOMES

flagged.

DUNKLEE’S
Golden Eagle Furnace
_

'v

Time sped, and sooner than we expected,
the coach stopped where we were to have
supper, and a change of horses. We had
deferred a redistribution of our effects till we In the West and South. How, why and where to liud
them. The wonderful progress and resources of the
should reach this place, as the dim light of country. Fresh, interesting
and popular. Fine illusthe coach lamp would have rendered the pro- trations, A rare chance to make money. Send for circular to
cess somewhat difficult before.
People’s Pup.lisiiing Co., Springfield, Mass.
It was now necessary, however, that it
should be attended to at once, as our jovial
BOOK AOEUT* WAITED FOR
companion had previously announced ids inSTRUGGLES AM) TRIUMPHS OF
tention of leaving us at this point. lie proposed a postponement till after supper, which
lie offered to go and order.
“Nay,” urged the Quaker, with an approach to abruptness, and laying his hand on
the other’s arm,
‘business before pleasure,’ Written »y Himself, in One Large Octavo
Volume—nearly 800 Pages—Printed in
and for business there is no time like the
English and German.

ILL BE FORFEITED BY Dr. L. 1)12

WEED!.WEED! WEED

WU\7 if failing to cure in less time than any
other physician, more effectually and permanently, witn
less

restraint from

cupation

weather, with safea

i

SELF

Our facilities for transacting this immense business
better than ever before. We have agents in all the
principal cities to purchase goods from the Manufacturers, Importers, and others, for Cash, and often at an
immense sacrifice irom the original cost of production.
Our stock consists, in part, of the following goods
Shawls, Blanket*, Built*, Cotton*, dingham*, Drrts Good), Table Linen, Towels,
Hosiery, Gloves. Skirt*, Corsets, Ac., Ac.
ftilver-Platesl Ware. Spoons plated on
Nickel Silver, lhessert Porks, live.bottle
platesl Castors, Britannia Ware, dlass
Ware,Table and Pocket Cutlery, in great
variety.
ansi
Elegant Trench
German
Taney
Goods, Beautiful Photograph Albums, the
newest and choicest styles in Morrocco and Velvet BindIngs.
Morrocco Travelling Bug*. Handkerchief
und Glove Boxes. Ac.
Bold and Platesl Jewelry, of the new est

or

less

exposure to all

pleasant medicines.
ND SOLITARY HABITS,

ABUSE”

THE WEED

Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections;
Eruptions and all diseases of the
Dicers of the Nose, Throat and body;
Pimples on
x
the
race; Swelling ol the Joints; Nervousness ; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in
youth and the more ad-

are

HOOK,

The Innocents

THOUSAND CASES OF GOODS

were shipped from our house in One
Tear, to families, clubs, and merchants, in every part of the country,
from Maine to California, amounting in value to over

vanced,

SEWING MACHINE
tiie best.

!

at all ages, ot

BOTH

SEXES, SINGLE

OR

MARRIED.

uix's
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
41 CiMlicott Street, Boston. Hahh.
mi.

l.

is

so arranged (hat patients never see or hear
each other
Recollect, the only entrance to his office is !Vo. 21. |i:iv
ing no connection with his residence, consequently no
family interruption, so that on no account can any person
hesitate applying at his office.

styles.

1

DR. DIX
We have also made arrangements with some of the
lending Publishing Houses, that will enable us to sell
18 the result of thirty years’ practical experience in boldly asserts, and it cannot be contradicted, except by
the standard and latest workB of popular authors at the Furnace
business, ana not only combines in one Fur j quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure them !
about one-half the regular price :-such ns Byron, Moore
to impose upon patients,) that he
aace all valuable and well tried
principles, but steps in j selves,
IS THK ONLY REGULAR GRADUATE PHYSICIAN
Burns, Milton, and Tennyson’s Works, in full Gilt advance with new plans,following
natural j
strictly
by
and Cloth Bindings,—and hundreds oi others.
ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.
laws, however simple they may be. Viz
By exposing a very large surface directly to a small
SIXTEEN YEARS
THESE AND EVERYTHING ELSE FOR
i amount
ol fuel.
Diseases, a fact so well
engaged in treatment of
By making a large amount of atmospheric air impinge known to many Citizens.Specie!
Publishers, Merchants, Hotel
Directly upon this large surface, so as at once to take the Proprietors, &(\, that he i« much recommended, and par
Wc do not offer a single article of
merchandise, that heat to the rooms to be warmed.
ticularly to
can be sold by regular dealers at our price.
We do not
By taking advantage of comparative expansion and
ask you to buy goods from us unless we can sell them construction of metals in the
STUANUDliS AND I'KAVKJ.LKUS.
combination of its parts,
cheaper than you can obtain them in any other way,— so as to prevent the escape of gas.
To avoid and esaipe imposition oi foreign and native
while the greater part of our goods are sold ut about
tire
dav
and
By preserving
night, by the modern mode quacks, more numerous in lio.itou tliau in other I«r|p
of mounting doors ana regulators.
cities,
By rejecting all fire-brick, and non-conductors, substiDR. DIX
54 Main
a very heavy fire
li Mi inches thick at the proudly refers to Professors and respectable
tuting
pot,
We want good reliable agents in every part of the
Physicians
points of combustion, thus saving the heat hithero ab- many of whom consult him in critical cases, because ot Dave just received another lot of those ( «l,btab
Country. By employing your spare time to lorm clubs sorbed by brick, and as melted coal will not adhere to his
acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through I nuchinet equally good lor line or heavy work
and sending us orders, you can obtain the most liberal
iron, it can never clinker nor require new liuiug.
so long experience, practice,and observation.
commissions, either in Cash or MerchanriUei, und
Sewing Machines are too well known to requie
manner and convenience in
By
easy
Furnnce.
tending
ail goods sent by us will be as represented, and we
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
detailed essay on the great advantages they are
guar•I’l Elegant Full Page Engravings.
By additiod of eight radiators upright around the blaze, be not robbed and add to
present.”
eai-a
antee satisfaction to every one dealing with our house.
your sufferings in being deceived
giving
■'Will thee be good enough to search the
It Embraces Forty Years Recollections of his
by the iying boasts, misrepresentations, false promises, rendering to all classes of people.
Agents should collect ten cents from each customer
and rretentions of
There are at present many styles oi
Busy Life, as a Merchant, Manager, Banker, Lecturer and and forward to U3 in advnnce, lor Descriptive Checks of
prisoner?” he said to me, still keeping his Showman,
Feet
Machines, s'
and gives accounts of his Imprisonment, his the goods we sell.
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
rious prices in the market,
hand, in a friendly way. on the passenger's | Failure, his Successful
making it important thsi
The holders of the Checks have the
little of t ie nature and character of Special
European Tours, and Important
privilege of either more heating surface than any furnace of the same size who know*and
less to their cure. Some exhibit forged. era should understand the qualities of each, thus h,
arm.
Historical and Personal Reminiscences, replete with purchasing the article thereon described, or of exchang- can give without them.
Diseases,
ing for any article mentioned on our Catalogue, numberBy placing the vapor pan Hhere it thould be. Diplomas ol Institutions or Colleges, w hich nev» r exist' d j Dig intelligently prepared to secure the one besr
L did so, but not one of lho stolen articles Humor, Anecdotes and Entertaining Narrative.
It contains his celebrated Lecture on the Art ou Mon- ing over 350 different articles,—not one of which can he
above ihe healing apparatus, to restore huini i- In any part »>t the world; others exhibit Diplomas of th. j
to their wants. Tin- meTits attached to the \\ I H
could be found.
icy Getting,with rules for Success in Business,for which
,,
purchased In the usual way for the same money.
ity. lhailsful of water should be evaporated, where ouly Dead, how obtained, unknown; not onlv assuming and!
The advantages of ilrst sending lor Checks are these: pints are now.
“lie must have got rid of them in the he was offered $5,000. We oiler extra inducements to
advertising in names ol those inserted In the diplomas simplicity ot construction, convenience of using
but to further their imposition assume mum s of other c l
Send for 32 page circular, with Specimen En- We are constantly buying small lots ot very valuable
It is a law of nature that the higher the
ness ol arrangement, he.
Agents.
temperature,
coach,” the gay gentleman suggested, and graving and terms to Agents.
goods, which are not on our catalogues, and for which the more water air will and must contain. If Furnace ebrated physicians long since dead. Neither !••• deviv. d ! Full instructions given and satisfaction
guaruni..
we issue checks till all are sold;
j. b. fli nn
immediately offered to go and search.
co.,
besides, in every large air be not supplied by proper apparatus, the supply wiil be bv
II HUSKY & WOOinVAk
club
wc
will
drawn
checks
for
from
QUA C K NOSTRUM MA K E RS,
Wa tches, Quilts, Blank
PublisliorM, Hartford, Conn.
put
any and all sources. Kven fron the lungs of
“Stop!” thundered the Quaker, tightening
those respiring it. If they happen to be weak so much through false certificates and references, and recommend
ets, Dress Patterns, or some other article 'ot value
his grasp.
ations ol their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose a*»'i!emembertliat at i4 .lluiu street, you
giving some members of the club an opportunity of pur- the worse for the lungs.
j UST NOW !
It is a well known fact, that the Sirocco winds of the or contradict them ; or who. besides, to further their im- a Weed I'amlly Faiorile
The man turned pale, and struggled to rechasing an article for abtrnl one quarter of its value.
Nenlag nai si„,
In every order amounting (o over #50,
copy from medical books, much that Is written for cash, on its Installments or on the work
THE PUBLISHERS Oh THE LARGE DOUBLE WEEKLY
lease his arm. In an instant one of Derrringaccompanied by Sahara and Arabian deserts, become the balmy air of It- positions,
of the qualities and etb cts of different herbs and plants
plan
the cash, the Agent may retain #3.00, and in
every order aly, by passing aver the Mediterranean sea, after bearc
and
the
ers was levelled at his head.
and
ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics
Machine tile HF.S r.
easy
of over #100, #3.00 may be retained to
ing- heated, and taking up a proper and healthful per
of
if
most
not
of
contain
cent,
because1
&c.,
which,
all,
Mercury,
“Stir hand or foot, and you are a dead
humidity.
Belfast, July 28,lOfill.
Hence we claim this Furnace to be the most powerful, of the ancient belief of its “curing everything
but now
PAY THE
man!”
known to
kill more than is cured," and those not
This offer is more especially to assist Agents in the as well as tlve most economical heater at present in exThe oldest and Best Family Newspaper, are ottering it to
The Quaker must have been awfully existence, and will warrant our No. seven to <5o the work of killed, constitutionally injured for life.
Ffllunm'Q Tmurnuoil PlltOIl*
new subscribers on very favorable terms.
Sample Western and Southern States, hut is open to all customIGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
cited so completely to forget both the lan- copie* with circulars, sent free to any address. $3.50 ers.
any No. eight of any older pattern ever oflered to the
public.
NOSTRUM-MAK EKS.
COMMISSIONS:
aunum.
and
the
per
of
his
As to durability, we will come under bonds that
guage
principles
persuasion.
they
SIDNEY E. MORSE, JR., & CO.,
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing
Agents will be paid ten per cent, in Cash or Merehan- shall last as long as any reasonable man
!
expects any no other remedy, he relics upon Mercury, and gives It
37 Park Row, New York. disc, when they fill up their entire
Placing the other pistol in my hand, with
ci.uh, for which Furnace to last.
to
all his patients, in Pills, Drops, &c., so the Nostrumbelow we give a partial List of Commissions :
Having ptirvlmticd of OK. KOl.ni *
directions to fire on the first of the two men
And will warrant every one to give perfect satisfaction.
adds to his so-called Extracts,
exclusive nrivitrgc <1 using tills
For an order or $:iO, from a club ot
EMI ALE COLLEGE, Bordentmvn, A\ J.—
iu^
thirty, we
fSrStove and Furuace work of all kinds promptly and maker, equally ignorant, both
that made a suspicious movement, he went
Specific, Antidote, &e.,
relying upon its effects in
Board and tuition $208 pr. year. For catalogues will pay the Agent, as commission, 3S yds. Brown or faithfully executed.
County, I lake pi***,
M. M. If ERNE Y & MOM,
^mcnt in itWaldo
a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted In various
to tin- nuiilii n.i h disc.,.
to work on Lothario, from whose pockets, in address Rev. John II. Brakklky, A. M., Pres’t.
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curing
oili-ring
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Jlfo. tM Muin Mlreet.
nousands ot persons can
ways throughout the land; but, alas 1 nothing is said of great merit,
Shawl. French Cassimere Pants and Vest Pattern, Fine
testily t..
less time than 1 take to tell it. he produced
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and convenience ot lowing their plate*
large White Counterpane, etc., etc., or $3,00 In cash.
drop ut nn> un.
ed moment, while eating or
arc left to linger and suffer for months or years, until reFor an order ot $50, from a club ot
and
every item of the missing property, to the
.peaking,
we
will
having
fifty,
cles of food, berry seed*, Stc.,collect under them
lieved or cured, if posssible, by competent physicians.
utter amazement of the two ladies, ’who had
pay the Agent, as Commission, 45 yds. Sheeting, One
use ot tliis improvement, all
pair heavy Wool Blankets, Poplin Dress Pattern, Hand
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CUFFS AT
you have t,
against the shameful treatment the gentle- Fretsome ouack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
to keep them in their place. We not only get i.„t
by mail on receipt of price. Masuky & nil Man,
For an order of $100, from a club of one hunman was receiving.
ol the Iile and health of others, there are those among the
N. V.
Atmospheric pressure over the entire surf
dred, wc will pay the Agent, as Commission, 100 yds.
H. L. LORD’S.
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
plate.
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mercury
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may be obtained tor the nostrum. It is thus that many
Certain mischievous persons have reported that
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to persons purporting to
does. of whom our middle-aged friend—who
money
are deceived, also, aud spend large amounts for experileft
Bellust. Numerous living witnesses wilt t, st,
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ments with quackery.
didn't look near so middle-aged when his
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I have no intention ot ,,c
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And
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had been adroitly planned. The leader of
confidential, and all may rely on him with the strictest
For lull particulars send for Catalogues.
reduced for ('ash. New 7-octavo l’ianos $275
and confidence, w hatever may be the disease, conthe gang had taken passage in the coach, and greatly
crecy
and upward. New Cabinet Organs $45 and upward.
Relieves dition or situation of
PARKER & CO-,
any one, married or single.
the most Distressing cases of Phthisic in a few minutes.
after learning, as he supposed, our defence- Second-hand instruments $40 and upward. Monthly
STEAM BOILER WORKS
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of the
^ *9® Summer St., Boston, Mass.
received. Warerooms,-ftttl Broadway, N.
Inhaled with the breath, i, goes directly to the Lungs United
less condition, had given the signal to his instalments
States,
Y.
Horace Waters.
and air cells, and relief is immediate and certain.
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All letters requiring advice must contain oiu dollar to
companions by throwing out the scrap of paFlue, Marine and Cylinder, made to or It
insure an answer,
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they cun b* made in’ Hostou or elsewhere
Address Dr. 1.. Dix,N >. 21 Endicott St. Bo-ton, Mass. cheap
per already mentioned. After the unexpectPrice 75 cts. By Mail $1.00.
boilers taken in part nayim-nt for new; also ship a.,
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ed capture of the first robber, it was attempted DRESSES anil
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flood Second Hand Cylinders for Sale.
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accomplice, stili believed to be unsuspected,
CAUTION
the appetite lor these stimulants. It gi res tone to debilDANIEL SU 1.1.1 VA.N
►
who counted on being able to make off with
Corner ol Wash.ngton & Oak St. Rangor Mr.
itated mucous surfaces. Effete matter is removed from
ATTENTION! ATTENTION! EVERYMAN
To Femalea in Delicate Health.
the system, thereby restoring it to normal healthful conit at the next stopping place.
o
Who has a House to Paint.
dition. As a medicine it is quick and effectual, curing
p
The result was that both, for a season, “did
ROW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Kndithe most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney Comcott St.. Boston, iaconsulted daily lor all diseas- !
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o
FURNITURE! FURNITlTRi
the State some service.”
and all other Derangements of the Stomach and
es incident to the female system.
Known as
Railroad
Prolapsus Uteri or
Colors. Guaranteed to be Bowels in a speedy manner. This
elegant preparation
o
more economical, more hi ruble and more convenient
Falling of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and
has stood the test of
A wine-glass full before eatFIELD £ M VniF.WS
years.
other menstrual derangements, are all treated on newthan any Paint ever before ottered.
ing will give a good appetite, and prevent all sufferingMRS. PARTINGTON SHOPPING.
A book entitled “Plain Talk with Practical Painters,” from
pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed iu a
Ladies of weak and delicate coustitu
Indigestion.
No.
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11, PH KNiX H( )\v
with samples, sent lice bv mail on application.
very few days. So invariably certain is this new mode
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day. A
of treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield under
MASUKY & W1I1TON.
full before retiring will insure sweet and re
wine-glass
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Globe White Lend and Color Works,
It, and the afflicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
CD
propel to town.”
freshing sleep. All the proprietor asks is a trial, and to
l)r. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the Have a
ill Fulton St., New York..
Induce this he has put up the Invigorator in pint bottles
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Splenditl Assortment ot Superior VV
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to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment.
Redsteads. Chairs of all varieties, in tact
In Stockton, by JOHN M. ARES and M (IIS. I*.
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Boston July 25 18(H).
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A QUAKER DETECTIVE.

\W wove live passengers in all; two ladies
tin back seal, a middle-aged gentlemen,
and a Quaker on the middle, and myself on
the one in front.
The two ladies might have been mother and
daughter, aunt and niece, governess and
charge, or might have sustained any other relationship which made it proper for two ladies
to travel together unattended.
The middle-aged gentleman was sprightly
and talkative' lie soon struck up an acquaintance with the ladies, toward whom, in
his zeal to do. lie rather overdid the agreeable
—bowing and smiling and chatting over his
shouldoi in any away painfully suggestive, at
his time of life, of a "crick” in the neck. lie
was evidently- a gay Lothario.
The Quaker wore the uniform of his sect,
an 1 confined his speech, as many a parliamentarian would save his credit by doing, to
simple “yeas" and “nays.” As for myself, 1
make it an invariable rule of the road to lie
merely a looker-on and listener.
Towards evening, 1 was aroused from one
of those reveries into which a young man
without b< ing either a pet or a lover, will
sometime- fall, by the abrupt query from the
talkative gentleman:
Ar you armed, sir?”
T am not,” 1 answered, astonished, no
doubt visibly, at the question.
! an sorry to hear it,” he
replied; “for
'"tonour stopping place it will be
reaching
'Tul hours in the night, and we must pass
ver
portion of the road on which more
than one robbery is reported to have been
I
committed.”
The Indie-- turned pale, and the stranger
did bis lx-a to reassure them.
Xot that 1 think there is the slightest daugei at present." he resumed:
“Only when
one is responsible tortile safety of ladies,
you
know, such a tiling as a pistol in reach would
thing.”
“But it does. Ike come here. Didn’t you
materially add to one's confidence.”
■Your principles, my friend,” addressing read it to me the other
night, about this new
the Quaker, “I presume, are as much oppos- military store
TEA COMPANY,
having conceived a new assorted to carrying as to using carnal weapons.”
MO. S (1IIRCK STREET,
ment of pitators from New York.”
•■Yea.” was the response.
Ike nods.
P. 0. Box 5506.
NEW YORK CITY.
“Have the villains murdered any of their
An organization of capitalists lor the purpose of imTher, now, you needn’t be skeored; 1
Teas
and
porting
distributing (hem to Merchants
victims?” the cider of the ladies nervously in- an’l no revenue
deceptive!''
throughout the country at Importer’s prices. Establish
Milliner smiles.
quired.
ed 1809, Send for Price List.
“Oi have they contented themselves with
Madame, you have made a mistake. Our
a man in every town of one thousand or
plundering them?” added the younger, in a advertisement announces for a new article of
more inhabitants to manufacture (and employ
timorous tone.
female apparel with which young ladies, others to sell and apply) an article of which millions of
••Decidedly the latter," the amiable gentle- whose bosoms are not fully developed, are dollars worth have been sold. From $10 to $120 worth
needed upon every building. Patent run out, free to all.
man hastened to give assurance; “and as we enable to
beautify their forms, and render Write lull directions upon full common size stamped
are none of ns prepared to
give resistance in perceptible the affectionate emotions of their envelope, told the ends together and enclose for particucase ot
attack, untiling worse than robberv
loving hearts. Hence they arc called palpi- lars to REA BKADSTKEKT, Box 205, Boston, Mass.
cail befall us.”
tators.”
WASTED.
$T5 to $200 per
Then, alter blaming iiis thoughtlessness at
La. me ! your advertisement didn't say
month to sell the original and improved Comhaving unnecessarily introduced a disagree- about barades enveloping female bosoms to mon Sense Family Sewing Machine. All complete for
$15. It will hem, fell, stitch, bind, braid and embroidable subject the gentleman quite excelled show their notions of affection.
Now, if you er “Lock Stitch.” Caution.—Do not buy Machines
himself in (flbrts to raise the spirits of the denounce them as bosom
under the same name as ours from any one except those
would
pitators you
company, and succeeded so well by the time be more intelligent. Well, I’m arter stomach having certiticate of Agency, signed by us, as they are
worthless
cast-iron Machines. For circulars and terms,
night set in that all had quite forgotten, or pitatees, which I have much affection for, be- address or apply to C. BOWERS & CO., 430 Spruce
only remembered their fears to laugh at them. sides my bosom is parallel! enough; and I Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Our genial companion fairly talked himself
pretend for the future to keep it so without
w* HOUSE PAIIT1IG."
hoarse. IVreeivitig which, he took from his
By
putting pitators in it anyhow. (Jood bye, Mrs. ‘*XT‘;,iTS
XX J. W. Masury,CL, 48 p., 40c. Free by mall
pocket a package of newly invented “cough Milliner. Come Ike, let’s tramp.”
MASURY «j’’ W11ITON, N. Y.
on receipt of price.
candy.” and after passing it first to the ladies,
a Hi- it in nix month*. Secret
he helped himself to the balance, and tossed
(II A A Hom I inmailed
lree, A. J. Fullam, N. Y.
$114\/and sample
’.lie paper out of the window.
A Louisville Romance. The Now
Albany
to Agents. Address
He w
in the midst of high encomium oil Ledger says: “Years and years
A
TTes»r
guaranteed
&0Cnn
ago a worAH EARN,5 P. O. Avenue,Baltimore,Md.
the new nostrum, more than half the efficacy thy young man of
foreign birth arrived in the 4>v)OUUJ.
ot which, he insisted, depended on its
or
being city ot Louisviile in search of employment.
Doctor
for
AMR
Drug'gait
jour
taken by suction, when a shrill whistle was He at length obtained a situation as
SWEET Q.LTM1ME—it equals (bitter) Quinine
barkeep- M’Pd
&
Farr
New
Y'ork
Co.,
Chemists,
Stearns,
by
heard, and almost immediately the coach er in a fashionable saloon. To this establishslopped, {while two faces, hideously black- ment came bright and early every morning a
best TOOTH POW DEll in the world.
ened, presented themselves at each window. littie girl with mint for sale. She was always rpilE
JL Send stamp for sample to Dentist, Nevada, Iowa.
“Sorry to trouble you,” said the man on dressed tidily and carried a smiling face.
the
right.acknowledging with a bow two lady- The young barkeeper took an interest in the
Aromatic
like screams from the back seat; “but ‘bis- child, and upon inquiry learned that she did
ness is bisness.’ and ours will soon be
over, not carry her sunny lace with her mint only,
if tilings go smoothly.”
but also in her own home, and in the most
“Of course, gentlemen, you will spare as humble employment.
Setting apart a porfar a- may be consistent with your disagree- tion of his own
earnings, he sent her to a
able duty, the feelings of these ladies,” ap- school, and she soon surpassed most of her
pealed the polite passenger in his blandest own schoolmates, lie then employed music
manner.
teachers for her, and she soon became a
proVI.
1
H_
1
.11
1
1
For the Delicate Skin of Ladies and Children.
«rv. ill
illimwuil : fluent.
Years rolled on, and fortune favored
SOLD B1 ALL DRUGGISTS.
to. and shall not be required to leave their the young barkeeper.
He became the owner
places, or .submit to a search, unless their of an establishment of his own. The wealthiconduct renders it necessary.”
est men in Louisville were his friends.
OF WISDOM ior Young Men on the RulThe
ing Passion in Youth & Early Manhood, with*
“And now, ladies,” continued the robber, poor little mint seller had now
grown to wo- self-help tor the erring and unfortunate. Sent in sealed,
the barrel of his pi tol gleaming in the
light man’s estate, and was as accomplished and letter envelopes, free of charge. Address Howard Asof the coach lamp, “be so
good as to pass virtuous as she was beautiful. She in time sociation, Box P, Phila., Pa.
out your purses, watches and such other became the wife of the man who had
early
trinkets as may be accessible without too befriended her. The man is now reckoned
AFFLICTED RESTORED !
much trouble.'
one of the
men
of
Louisville—a
wealthy
large Ignorance EipoMed ? Fallaciei Unnaanked ?
The ladies came down handsomely, and owner of real
estate—respected by all who Highly important to both sexes, married and single, in
were not further molested.
know him for his noble qualities, of which health and disease! Dr. Larmont’s, Paris, London
and New York, Medical Adviser, Marriage Guide and
< >ne
one
the
rest
of
us
were
kindness
of heart is the chief. We read of
by
compelled
Physician for all. 81st edition. Nearly 500 pages, and
to get out, the middle-aged gentleman’s turn such events as these in the
story books, but 100 Engravings,
upon Gonorrhea, Gleet. Strictures, SySeminal Weakness, Impoteucy, Inflammation of
coming first. He submitted with a winning they seldom occur in real life. This howev- philis,
Bladder,
Disease, &c., &c. Elaborate treatment
Bright’s
grace, and was robbed like a very Chester- er, is true to the letter.
with recipes and certificates of cures. Price $1. Mailed
field.
free. Office, 8‘Jfl Broad wav. New York. Direct letters—
Box 844, New York Post office.
My own affair, like the sum 1 lost, was
The Cheapest Way will Win.
scarcely worth mentioning. The Quaker’s
Titusville,
or HOULCUARlflllG.
turn came next,
lie quietly handed over his l’a., had at one time
forty hotels. Teamsters
A wonderful book; it shows how either sex can
pocket-book and watch, and when asked if were their chief support. But a revolution fascinate any one they
wish, instantly. (All possess this
lie had any other valuables, said “Nay.”
came.
Teamsters were superseded. The power.) It teaches how to get rich. Alchemy, Dr. Dee’s 1
and
Allen's
Caballa, Bindings, Sorceries, Incantations,
A .Quaker's word is good, even among right man stepped forward at the
right mo- Demonology, Magic, Mesmerism, Spiritualism, Marriage
thieves; so, after a hasty “good night,” the ment, and spoke the words of common sense Guide, aud a thousand other wonders. Sent by mail for
robber thrust his pistol in his pocket, and —always a danger and a menace to old rou- 25 cents. Address T. WILLIAMS & CO,, Publishers,
with his two companions, one of whom had tine. “Instead of all this clatter and hubbub South Seventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
held the reins of the leaders, was about tak- of
wagons and whips and oaths, in carrying
ing his departure.
loads of barrels over lands, why not,” said lap
(1 P.
"Stop!” exclaimed the Quaker, in a lone “send the oil silently flowing underground,
more of command than
request.
through pipes, like so much Croton water?”
"Stop! what for?” returned the other, in The reform was of course opposed—as all
evident surprise.
such reforms must be at the outset—by the
“For at least two good reasons,” was the class whose interests were assailed. Mobs of
OFFICE OVER H. II. JOHNSON’S STORE,
reply, emphasized with a couple of Derring- teamsters tore up the pipes, burned the tanks,
PIKEYIX ROW, BELFAST, RAIHE.
ers cocked and presented.
and threatened the lives of the pipe layers.
This was done repeatedly; but it
“Help!” shouted the robber.
bought out dr. burgess, he
will be happy to wait on his old customers and the
"Stop !” the Quukeragain exclaimed. “And was striving against fate. In 1852 the sysgenerally. Teeth tilled and restored to their origif one of thy sinful companions advances a tem was
public
fairly established, in spite of all op- inal shape. Teeth with exposed nerves treated and tilled.
step to thy relief the spirit will surely move position, and now almost the entire product Artificial teeth of the best quality inserted at reasonable
Gold and Silver Plate taken in exchange. All
me to blow thy brains out.”
of the oil region, amounting to ten thousand rates.
work warranted. Teeth extracted without pain it desired,
The robber at the opposite window, and barrels a
flows
or
is
forced
G. P. LOMBARD.
day,
through pipes,
the one at the leaders’ heads, thought it a from the scattered farms, to the railroad cenREFERENCES.
time
to
leave.
and
the army of teamsters has disappeargood
ters,
JOHN D. LINCOLN, M. D., Brunswick; J. II. LOM“Now get in, friend,” said the Quaker still ed.
Agreatsavingin transportation, in whis- BARD, Dentist, Brunswick; A. V. METCALF, Merhis
man, “and take the middle seat, ky, and profanity, has been the result.
chant, Brunswick; A. G. TENNEY, Editor Brunswick
covering
[At- Telegraph;
R. H. CUNNINGHAM, M. D., Wiscasaet:
but first deliv or up thy pistol."
lantic Monthly.
OWEN ST. C. O’BRIEN. M. D.. Bristol.
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LADIES. —The celebrated DR. L. DIX
particularly iuvites all Ladles who need a Medical or
Surgical adviser, 13 call at his Rooms, 21 Endieott St.,
Boston, Mass., which they will tiud arranged tor their

TO

THE

special

accommoda ion.
DR. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
particular branch of the treatment of all diseases
to females, it is no.v conceded by all, (both in this country and Europe,) that lie excels all other known practitioners in the sate, speedy and effectual treatment ot a)l
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CITY

His medicines a re prepared with the express purpose
of removing uli d seases, such as debility, weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargements ot the womb, also all
discharger, which low from a morbid state of the blood.
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar
style, both medic illy and surgically, all diseases of the
female sex, and they are respectfully invited to call at

A
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to

I’O., Agent*.
So. 52 71 uin Street.
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steamer city of Richmond, having
been put in complete order the past winter, will
commence her regular thrice weekly trips between Portland and landings on the Penobscot River and Bay,
leaving Portland on Monday, April 12th, at 10 o’clock,
P. M., or on the arrival of the Express Train from
Boston. Leaving Belfast on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday mornings at 9 o’clock.
Passengers will be ticketed through to Boston and all
intermediate stations, arriving the same evening.
Returning will leave Portland every Monday, Wednesand Friday evening,
10 o’clock.
day
The Richmond is one of the strongest and safest boats
ever built, of remarkable speed, clean and comfortable.
Passengers are assured that every pains will be taken to
ensure their comfort and safety.
tf39
Belfast, April 7,1809.

The

Loss

or

Damage by FIRE

or

LIGHTNING,

ef-

fected in reliable Companies at lair and equitable

RATES

of

W ILSON

PREMIUM.

No Board Combinations

STITCHES ALIKE ON BOTH BIDES /

Price Only -40 Hollars.
EQUAL TO THE BEST IX MAE EEC.
I’UI.I.V

NO SLAVERY TO LOCAL TARIFFS,
rates

of premium asked,

as

will

equalize the

PATTERNS
-CUT AT-

II. L. LORD'S
So. lO

Ml«li St.

Call Before

Insuring Elsewhere.

F. H.
HAYFORD BLOCK,
3m(J

BEALE, Agent.
Belfast, Maine.

W. B.
R. T.

RANKIN, Agent.
RANKIN, Travelling Agent.

$40 $40 $40

3m 12

Small Profit-, att’osi.

lo

f eiip.

LOOK!

My entire atmk of

Buggies

and W agon*

tIlls date at reduced prices tor net cash. 1 w
to the public that this is the best lot of eurrU*
that 1 have ever built in Belfast.

Alter

cannot be

My Portland Buggies

matched lor pattern, style and finish.

Business Wagons
hat will suit any one. All warranted Work and I
think;stock, and made by MKN, not BOYS
ol making a change in my business I
advertise hs above.
NATHAN WHllfK
Bclliiftt June 22,186‘J,

Notice to Lumbermen
fJ'MIK

copartnership existing

under the
stv
COOrKR" expiring by limits
lor sale their property situaf
Lust Sullivan, consisting < t about one thousand
timber land, three stave mills, a circular saw mi:
some other machinery, a wharf,
sluices, and
needful appurtenances belonging thereto.
Ail tin •*:
is in good running order, and will tie sold at a bartfand on the most liberal terms in order to close u;
concern the coming fall.
Kmjuire at the stor» of 11
Cooper, Belfast, or ot the proprietors on the premi-tlf>
HALLS & COOILK

JL

“HALLS

next

&

month—they oiler

H. J. LOCKE’S ----No. 65 lain St.

)urden between the Company and the assured.

SHIRT

I.ICKNSKO.

ON EXHIBITION AT

at

LOOK!!

iLOOK!

Shuttle Sewing Machine!

First Class.

)nly such

.selling

'■

INSURANCE, $40 $40 $40

igainst

3. No.5

l*onilivplj 3 iitleiMuld

Through by Steamer & Railroap

RICHMOND,

Wliolesah

I.KSS than Cost.

purchased

|

or

at

PHENIX Iv< >\V

NOTICE.

physicians

(Ictober,

n

Boforo Purchasing Call At

Agt

HOOD,

v

and well selected ste.

large

Hayes.

CITY OF

OUT

Cotton, 200 yds for 2 ots
Prints, D, 10, 12 and 14 ota per

perfect

Money

it ir

No. 5 PHENIX KOV

OVER 40,000 NOW IN USE,

Save Your

md

Spool

Per Week!

Quietest and Easiest Ronte to Boston!

>f tow-

New Goods at

This

accompanied

the bond-

Boat Gorman Corsets, 75 cts.

and well known Du. A. LI. HAYES, late surgeon U. S. Army, Vice President oi Columbia College
of Physicians and Surgeons, Ac.

CAMBRIDGE,

over

p
prevent the cogs lrom disconnecting
iinnudintrhj, as no .insurance call be gi\t nlthat a;
when wringing large articles.
than u timitol amount will he <h-nosed of at
Any sensible person can understand that a Wringer,r more
TiMO. iflORNMht
having cog-w heels which can play apart or disconnect:t rates.
tlMO
City i roast
t>
when a large article is passing between the rolls, is little
If any better than one without any cogs at all, because
patent siop

(NEARLY STEAM Tl'.HT.;
Institution now publishes the popular medical
book entitled‘ The Science oi Like ok Self Preser- is now established a WONDERFUL SUCCESS.
vation,” written by I)r Hayes. It treats upon tlie
Errors of Youth, Premature Decline, of Manhood, Seminal ireafcness, and all Diseases and Aloises of the Gen-00erative Organs, Thirty thousand copies sold the last and most of them sold with the guarantee that the monFREIGHTS REDUCED!
year. It is indeed a hook for every man—young men in ey would be refunded if not liked.
If not found for sale in any town, ami your store keep
particular. Price only $1.00.
ON and alter June 7th, the New and Elegant Steamer
trea- or refuses to g--t one for you. send the retail price, $lt.;*o
This Institute has just published the most
tise of tl»e kind ever offered to the public, entitled (Universal Wringer $9.00, it wringer is wanted) and w<
“Sexual Physiology ok Woman and Her Dis- will forward free of freight, and mi sure are we that they
eases," profusely illustrated with the very best engrav- i will be liked that we agree to refund tin money t ati;.
CAPT.J.P. JOHNSON, and the Favorite Steamer
! one wishes to return the machine lree of lreight, after
ings. Tliis book is also from the pen of Dr.
Among the various chapters may be mentioned, The month’s trial according to directions.
Liberal discount to the trade everywhere.
Mystery ol Life,—Beautiful Offspring,—Beauty, its value
to Woman,—Marriage.—General Hygeine of Woman,
Circulars sent free on application.
CAPT. HENRY S. RICH, will run as follows :
of Life,—Excesses of the Married,—
Puberty,—Change
Leave BELFAST for BOSTON. MONDAYS, WEDGEO. II.
Geul.
Prevention to Conception, &c. In beautiful French cloth,
NESDAYS, and FRIDAYS at 2 o’clock P. M.
$2.00; Turkey Morocco, Bill gilt, $3.50. Either of these
97 Water
Boston.
RETPB1VOG,
books are sent by mail, securely sealed, postage paid, on
8tf
of
Leave BOSTON for BELFAST, MONDAYS, WED- receipt
recommend these books lor their
Thoughtful
clergymen
NESDAYS and FRIDAYS, at 5 o’clock P. M.
high moral tone, and all eminent and skilful
Fare to Hoaton,
To Lowell,$4.50. earnestly recommend them to the public as the only
B. SWAN & CO., having
ttic
J^-All freight must be
by Steamer’s re scientific and reliable treatise ot the kind published in
ceipts in duplicate, Freight bills must be paid on de- America. all
Stores, Storehouses and Wharf of II. J. AN
•‘Avoid
Quack or Advertising Doctors and DEBSON, Ju., art- now opening an entire new stock,
livery of Goods.
Get These Popular Books.”—[Amcr, Journal of
Orders received at No. 15 Phenix Row. i
consisting in part of the following articles,
Medical Science. ]
OFFICE ON THE WHARF.
GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA COFFEE,
The “Peabody Journal ok Health,” Dr. Hayes, CORN,
GKO. G. WELLS
RIO
FLOUR, COFEF.E
Editor. Terms, one dollar a year in advance. Address
tf48
Belfast June 7,1869.
Aoicnt.
HAVANA
JAPAN TEA
PORK,
as above.
ST.
JAGO
OOLONG
BEEF,
49”Albert n. Hayes, M. D., Resident and ConRAISINS
MUSCOVADO
LARD,
sulting Physician.
TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISH, &<
N. B.—Dr. H.
be consulted in strictest confidence
may
A
full
and
on all diseases
skill, secresy and experience.
complete assortment of Groceries, which >,v.
invite purchasers to call and examine, and w<* will
Inviolable Secresy and Certain Relief, lyrl
make prices satisfactory.
WM. B. SWAN,
A. CUTTER SIBLEY.
—STEAMER—
tHJ
May
1,1869.
Belfast,

Trips

E

A (i

subject t" this tax, and makes them by far rio
investment in the market
Nearly tilt> thousand dollar- it,-, bonds *
before tlic deci-ion ot the Commit -h u. r was re.
and investors will tlnd it ter their advantage ti

desirable

■

THE
eminent

-00-

.f

are

are

The Strongest &. best WRINGER in the Market.

No. 4 BULFINCH STREET,
BOSTON,
(Opposite Revere House,)
Trustees of this Institution take pleasure in au
nouncing that they have secured the services of thi

ARRANGEMENT FOR THE SEASON OF 1869.
Two Steamers ou the Route !

these bonds

;• SELLING

Medical Institute.

Peabody

Comml .-loner

internal revenue tux ot FIVE. PER t'K>
railroad bonds, or bond- gi\ n bv town- or cities ;
a railroad, or by way ot u loan ol credit to a
company.
'Ibis consideration gives Pm Hast ( ity Ronds A
<

Ruckspoit.

Line !

For BOSTOM and LOWELL.

DECISION ot (hr

Revenue, just received,

the cogs fail to be of service when most needed. The
«n
I'nfverftul has not this fatal objection, but is
runted Rural»l«*. Inquire lor the I’NIYEKSAL,
and take no o her.

THE schooner SENATOR. .'*4 tons O.M.
Id in good order and well found in sails,
rigging, cable, &c. W'ill be sold very low.
E. R. GARDNER,

SANFORD’S

>
the

to

The

sonable rates.

Three

BONDS

ltf

female complaints.

'f he Steamship WM. TIBBETTN
-fflB JBfpk will leave Rowe’s Wharf, Boston, lor Ban
lo. *21 Euilicotl Street, Boston
JliiiBiBii gor every Thursday at 12 M., touching at
All letters requiring advice must contain one doll?
Belfast, Sandy Point. Bucksport and Winterport. Returning will leave W Interport every Monday, at S 1-2 A. insure an answer.
Boston. Jan. 1 1809—lyr
M., touching at the above ports. Freight taken at rea-

Independent

highest price paid by

S. A HOWES & CO.

"

Belfast,.Oct, 26.

and sold and

peculiar

JAMES

MERCHANTS’

A. HOWJES A CO.
Rclta8t, Maine.

PHILO CHASE.

Counsellor and

Attorney al

La*

14 WALL STREET,
stf

Nt‘\\

Yoi I'

1

